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Since early February 2015, men and women at the Larimer County Detention Cen-
ter and Community Corrections have spent an hour and a half of each week partic-
ipating in a writing workshop facilitated by Tobi Jacobi, Larissa, Kate, Becca, Jenna, 
Mary Ellen, Kristen, Katie, Chelsea, Evan, Amber, Morgan, Maggie, Kathy, Lily, Sa-
vanna, and Jenn. Adding to this diverse chorus are two youth writing groups from 
Turning Point and Remington House facilitated by Cara, Maria, Alina, Bethany, 
Sarah, Alexis, Bree, and Caitlin. Throughout the semester, creative energy poured 
through the fingertips of these prolific writers and onto the page. Male, female, 
youth and adult, each writer brought a unique style and voice to the works within. 
Kudos to these writers and our wonderful volunteer facilitators.

A very special thanks to staff at our community partner sites: the Larimer County 
Detention Center, Remington House, Larimer County Community Corrections, 
and Turning Point. We also recognize the CSU Community Literacy Center for 
providing staff and material support. We would also like to give heartfelt thanks 
to the Bohemian Foundation and the AJL Foundation for their grant support. We 
also appreciate the expertise and speedy printing work of Gorham Publishers as we 
circulate these writings far and wide.

Cover Artist: Jamie Lynn Lobb
Publications Editor: Lauren Matheny
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    Writer Steve Denning claims that “When it comes to inspiring people 
to embrace some new change in behavior, storytelling isn’t just better than 
other tools.  It’s the only thing that works.”  Storytelling is inherent in hu-
man behavior.  Ever since humans learned to communicate we have had the 
desire to share our own life experience.  Whether this experience comes in 
the form of fiction, poetry, or memoir only adds to the storyteller’s greater 
ability to connect in a new and integral way with the world.  Storytelling is 
connecting.  Storytelling is healing.  Storytelling seeks to change and create 
peace.
    During our time in workshop this fall, the Larimer County Detention 
Center (LCDC) women’s group partnered with a CSU rhetoric and civil-
ity class to exchange some life stories.  The lesson for the writing exchange 
was based on Nelson Mandela’s autobiography and ended with this prompt: 
“What is a misstep you have experienced in life?” 
    While the women were reluctant to share their perceived mistakes with 
a total stranger, they finished the exercise and handed their manuscripts to 
us to exchange.  During the next workshop, the air was filled with appre-
hension.  The women were anxious to read the students’  writings and to 
receive the responses that the civility class had written about their missteps. 
After handing back the writing and giving them a moment to read respons-
es, there was a discussion.  The women expressed relief.  “They understood 
what I meant,” one of the writers said.  “They’ve done the same thing,” said 
another.  “These college kids can relate to us.” 
    This exercise was particularly powerful for facilitators and participants.  
It was the first time many of the women believed they could be understood.  
From the civility class standpoint, it was the first time many of the students 
believed they could understand someone in a completely different place 
in life from their own.  Writing in workshop only got more personal from 
there.  The writers were seeking to achieve this voice of understanding, to 
share their pain and joy with the world.  The writers were finally telling their 
stories. 
    The stories in the following pages come in many forms.  The authors are 
varied and unique, each with his or her own piece of life to share.  Not only 
do we have writers from women at the LCDC and Community Corrections, 

WE ARE ALL MADE UP OF STORIES 

INTRODUCTION: 
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but also from the men at LCDC and from young writers at Turning Point 
and Remington House. While reading these stories, we hope you will have 
the same epiphanies that the LCDC women and civility students had.  We 
share many experiences, we are all made up of stories, and we are all seeking 
to be understood.  
    This issue of the SpeakOut journal is dedicated to the writers, past and 
present, at LCDC, Community Corrections, Turning Point and Remington 
House, who add their stories to the ocean of stories that define all our lives 
-- stories that paint an “in depth” picture of challenges faced, of inequali-
ties brought to light, of questions left unanswered and of triumphs, joy in 
details, hope. We trust that this collection of work will help foster deeper 
connection through the power of story.

attention speakout! writers

You may continue to submit and publish your 
work through the SpeakOut! Online website:
https://speakoutclc.wordpress.com
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There’s lots you can do without me 

you can laugh, cry, sing, eat, play and talk 

Without me 

 
You can be empty or full of life… 

Without me 

 
You can watch TV, go to work, smile,  

say whatever you want to say 

not that I could stop you… 

 
Without me my family will miss me 

My brother would be lost as my kids. 

My grandkids would be sad.  

 
But with me you will be the happiest person in life.  I can make you laugh 
as well as be a joker. You can walk with me and lead me in the right path 
back to where I came from “A Happy Home,” 

 
Because without my family 

I would be lost in space.  

Michelle S. 

WITHOUT ME
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FOR MY BEST FRIEND, MY WIFE… 

Obviously I wasn’t good enough… 

Obviously I wasn’t the one 

But apparently we got married 

And now I see it was all for fun.  

Alpha, where did we go wrong? 

I’m thinking you weren’t ready for marriage.  Nor was I but I could hon-
estly say that I was in love and still am but wait I forever will be in love with 
you.  But I can tell that our marriage has come to an end.  It makes me sad 
and my heart hurts bad.  I want to see you happy and not mistreated in any 
way.  You are a good woman—you are a good wife.  The trouble is not that 
we were never happy, cause happy was all I was when I was with you.  The 
beauty of loving someone is the feeling of “wholeness” that I experience.  
The need for you in my life, the “I’m part of you and you’re part of me” 
feeling that connects two people and makes them necessary to each other.  
It’s sad that you never took the time to know me.  Never took the time to 
understand.  Now your life is fun and games and mine, well, I don’t have 
much of a life now that I’m going back to prison.  But when I do get out all 
I want to do is live, love, laugh.  And if living alone for the rest of my life 
then so be it.  At least I’ll be happy and free.  But let me tell you this, Al-
pha, if I had a chance to go backwards in life two years passed, I would still 
marry you over again.  That’s how much I love you.  But for now I’m letting 
you go.  Say goodbye for now and wish you the best in life.  Just promise 
you will be happy and not let anyone mistreat you ever…Goodbye love… 
 I love you more than life itself, 

  Your wife, Michelle 

You will 4-ever be my friend, best friend…

Michelle S. 
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 Beautiful most people 

Say: 
 Let me tell you what Beautiful  
Means to me, 
 Butterflies, Bugs lady Bugs 
that is. And my Grandkids & Kids 
 Babies that grow up to Be Pretty 
Young girls and Beautiful ladies 
 pictures, mountains, the sky: 

Pretty means to me is: trees, 
the stars at night, the snow on  
trees at Christmas time and All  
the Lights.. 

 But when I Look in the  
mirror I see Someone who 
 Looks 

Unpretty…….!!! 

 

UNPRETTY 

Michelle S. 
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My hands can hurt, they can touch a beating heart 
My hands can be strong, play in dirt, mud, and water 
My hands can draw, write, and paint.  
My hands want to love & hold my kids, grandkids, and most but not least 
my mom and dad. 
My hands are cold, hot, and most of the time warm… 
My hand can wash anything.  
But most of all they want to hold my loving man’s hands and never let them 
go.  
They also can be strong, weak, and show anger.  
My hands like to run through my hair 
Comb it and straighten too.  
My hand sometimes touch some weird stuff.  They can make you feel pain 
and also anger, hate, that’s no good.  
They set get sweat when I get nervous 
These hands of mine want to hold my baby girl, Adrianna, oh I miss her so 
much.  
These hands are mine and can do whatever I want them to do But most of 
all I want to do it 
Hold you, Love you. 
Squeeze you.  And never ever let you go.  
I love my hands 
Without them I would be nobody. And useless and meaningless like chas-
ing the wind.  
You get nowhere 
I mean nowhere. 

MY HANDS 

Michelle S. 
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A true joy 
being a dad 
crying little girl 
dead tired dad 
everything still worth it 
forget what everybody says 
Go for it and live again 
had a slip or 2 
if I go back now 
just more excuses 
keeping me away 
let them say what they say 
my real friends know me and the truths 
nobody but God can judge me 
Or my ex-wife 
Pete is my name 
Quietly I bid my time 
Risking that she will never know me 
Still waiting for her mother 
Till the end I’ll wait 
Until hell freezes over 
Very true to you 
Word for word 
Especially I still love you 
You my everything my A through 
Z 

 

Peter M.

UNTITLED 
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NATION

June
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One of my most thought about memories in my childhood was when I was 
about three years old; I can remember it like it was yesterday. I can still feel 
the scared anxious feeling I got that day. I can still smell the chlorine from 
the pool. I was there with my sister Sherry and our cousin Mary. They were 
in the pool with me. I remember taking a step of the stairs and sinking right 
to the bottom of the pool. I was terrified I seen my sister right before I passed 
out. When I came to I was on the concrete next to the pool with her over 
me. If my sister wouldn't have been there I may not have been here today. So 
thank you Sherry for saving my life. 

Dawn V.  

SAVIOR

I am an addict! And I'm here to tell you today that it is time to say goodbye 
to Meth, and Alcohol! It’s time to stand my ground and say no! You have 
taken me down that wrong path for the last time. I have to or you will be 
the death of me. You've caused me to lose everything I've worked so hard to 
gain. My children look at me with disappointment in their eyes. My mother 
and sister no longer know what to say. The first honest and true relationship 
I've ever had, no longer knows what to do. You've cost me my freedom more 
than once.  

You will no longer have any piece of my life. It’s time for me to stand up to 
you and hold my ground. And tell you goodbye and to leave me the hell 
alone. Goodbye Meth and Alcohol for you no longer have your hold on me.

GOODBYE
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When people hear about the things I have been through and done in my life 
they look and treat me differently. 

I hate the way they make me feel and look at me as a person who cannot 
change her life. 

Makes it hard for someone like me to move on when others can’t see that 
I have moved on and become a different person, they still look at me as an 
alcoholic, drug addict, or even a thief. 

I hope that someday they can look at me as someone who has overcome so 
much and learned some lessons in life.  And has moved on for the better
Is at peace with her past and her present and is finally happy and has made 
the positive changes in her life.  To move forward and I am no longer the 
person I once was.  

Dawn V.

OTHERS’’ EYES
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BACK IN THE DAY

While I was growing up I remembered that being outside was the place to 
be! We’d go outside until the sun went down. We had no cell phones or hand 
held video games. The one game that we did have close to that was Simon 
says! Nintendo was awesome when it first came out. But realized the Atari 
was far much better for it had more games. But being outside playing hide 
and go seek and riding our bikes was much more fun than being indoors.

I loved to hide up in the trees. It was one place I could be that no one would 
think to look in the trees to see me. I felt that I was in my own world and no 
one was there but me and the birds, and the squirrels. It was my escape when 
I needed time for me.

Me and my friends would go and play hide and seek in the snow we’d all 
wear white. We’d lay down in our street at night and lay and stare at the stars. 
We’d hurry and jump up when we would hear a car. We’d lay up on the shed 
and listen to music while we tanned. Don’t think that shinny roof helped 
even though we thought it did. But we did have some fun when I was a kid.

Dawn V.
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Dear Mr. Ira H.,               
I just wanted you to know that you have made a huge impact on my life! I 
know that I have not shown that you have but you have.  You’ve showed me 
the impact of love, care, stability, and faith.  You make me want to become a 
better person, to fight for what I believe, and you have shown undying love 
to me.   You have always been there whether I felt you were or not.  You are 
the first person that had truly loved me and shown me what love is about: 
to be equal in a relationship.  I’ve seen this because for all that I have done 
wrong, you are still there showing me love and support.  You make me want 
to change my mistakes and right my wrongs, but without them I would not 
be where I am now.  I need to show you that what I say is true.  I want to be 
a sober mother, girlfriend, and lover, and it stems from things I have learned 
and I know I am worth the change.  So thank you!  

A LETTER OF THANKS

I’d like to be famous for being an awesome mom. But though I’ve slipped 
and have fallen that I can get back up, shake the old me off and start over 
again and be the mom I was meant to be. And be the famous mom I want to 
be in my children’s hearts.

FAMOUS

Dawn V.
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I have built this wall around my heart it is tall and it is thick. I have built this 
wall to keep people out to keep them from getting too far in. Can’t take the 
hurt anymore from anyone.              
As long as I have this wall up I won’t get hurt again like I have in the past. 
But by also having this wall I have kept all the wrong people out. The ones 
who are deserving and love me whole heartedly. The ones who are safe and 
only want the best for me. If I don’t build a door to let in the ones who are 
deserving I may lose them all together and that may hurt more than anyone 
has hurt me before. The door can still keep the undeserving out. But how do 
I build a door when all I’ve built is walls. 

WALLS 

Dawn V.
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ADDICTION FAILURE 

I am disappointed and a failure
I wonder why I haven’t learned.
I hear the sadness in my loved ones’ voices. 
I see the pain and disappointed in their eyes.  
I want to walk to the clean path. 
I am disappointed and a failure

I pretend that I am clean
I feel their eyes upon me
I touch their souls with pain
I worry that they will know
I cry for I no longer want to use
I am disappointed and a failure

I understand that this is my last chance.
I say that I will no longer use.
I dream and pray that every bit is true
I will try with every ounce of me. 
I hope this is my last go round.
I am not dissapointed.
I am not a failure.

Dawn V.
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I am a wife and mother
I wonder at God’s grace
I hear the breaking dawn
I see a leprechaun dance
I want a sober future
I am a wife and mother

I pretend this I already over
I feel a whisper’s kiss
I touch the hand of God
I worry about an impending date
I cry about friends who reject needed change.
I am a wife and mother

I understand my Family’s support,
I say the path to freedom is prayer
I dream about our bright future
I try to forgive past hurts
I hope our children can forgive us.
I am a wife and mother

I AM

Melissa B. 
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Glass broken on the ground.          
Everyone’s lookin’, but I’m nowhere to be found. 
The canvas shows what I hide. 
Look hard, see what’s inside.
My life’s like the glass.
Shattered in pieces. 
Living day by day, not look in the past. 
People surround me. 
People who never seem to see. 
The scars on my blueprint.
But to the shoeprints, showin’ I’m walking straight. 
The mountain I climb is getting smaller. 
But still I climb.
Reaching for the top.
But it never stops. 
Life is like a window.
Easy to break. 
Where we go, we end up.
But I’m still lookin’ up. 
To a person with no name.
Asking to be delivered from shame.
As I go on I get no reply. 
Still looking back wondering, “Why?”
The people will never understand. 
I stand on a building.
Ready to jump.
Like acrobats, but there is no pads.
Just my life shattered into thousands of pieces.
And the white skin show my creases. 
But I step back looking for a why. 
But all I seem to get is lies. 
I’ve lost so much in life.
To ones I trust.
But they’re full of lust.

WHAT’’S DEEP INSIDE

Alex F.
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Seeing only the outside.
But never seem to look deeper.
Like I said I hold a perfect picture of destruction. 
Body covered in scars. 
But they show my perseverance. 
I keep on going.
Never to stop. 
The day I see the light.
There will be no more fight. 
The day I can brush myself off.
And end my climb.
But if I fall, you’ll seem to find.
Little pieces of glass. 
Leaving a trail to find what’s hidden in my past. 
But when you find me.
You’ll see the bright diamond.
That’s been inside me.
Molding under stress, and heat.
The curves, and the shapes of my blueprint are.
All creased, ready to be buried away. 
Locked up for life. 
And ready to give back.
Remember to look hard, and see what’s inside.
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I set back in my bed
as the sound of wind fills my head.
As I think about my daughter,
and I still can’t be a father.
As they say I’m a criminal, and I 
shouldn’t even bother.
I look to the sky,
and ask why,
why are good people put in jail
and it rings a bell,
as people say I’m a criminal and I’m
cursed to hell.
Where can people go,
where can people hide,
when the people we are hiding from is
by our side?
As people say I am a criminal and
might as well die.
And not to go off topic,
but why do you think the crap you’re
teaching us is good,
when you know we grew up in the hood?
You talk about 2+2=4, but you’re not
teaching me how to be a father, or how
to help my daughter. But as you
teachers and staff say, we’re all criminals
and we deserve to stay.

Alex F.

AS PEOPLE SAY
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BRAT LOVE AND UNTITLED

Que
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Where has the time gone?
Many days and nights have passed
I have been sitting on this couch
So long, focused on one thing…glass.
Just another hit I tell them,
One more turn. Do you got some money
Money to lend, Is there more people to burn.

Before I knew it time has flashed
I’m in a car with colored lights.
The crimes I committed caught up 
At last, I’m going down without a fight.

Time is ticking faster
Laying in a cold cell all alone
I finally damned myself there is no 
Departure, my life has hit rock bottom
And I’m all alone
Now I lay awake restlessly 
As time goes by. Clean and 
Sober trying to get my life right. 

TIME

Angel Baby
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Panda Man

RESCUE 

It’s not a loss, it’s a continuation of  memories in different places.”
-Kylie M.
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If I could rescue someone I would rescue all of the kids/adults who are 
getting abused every day.  I would also rescue all the kids/adults who are 
having thoughts of suicide.  I would take them away from what is mak-
ing them think that way.  I would rescue every kid/adult who is in need of 
some somebody, all the kids/adults who don’t get any attention.  I would 
rescue all the people from drugs, abuse, neglect, rape and everyone who 
needs rescue from something,  anything.  I would rescue them from all that 
cus I bet you or someone you know has been in a situation like that and no 
one should ever have to go through that. 

 

Restore 

Every 

Situation 

Cuz 

U 

Earned it

NEED OR RESCUE 

Panda Man
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Hardships 
Deep down locked away, 
Not wanting to come out.
Hardships gone through day by day,
So bad you refuse to talk about.
Every morning you wake up hurt, 
But ignore the pain with a smile.
If they ask, it’s of no concern,
Getting them to listen will take a while. 
When they know, they will judge,
For the truth is too scary.
You’re all alone with a burnt bridge,
And a burden too heavy to carry.
You are strong enough for what’s next,
No matter what’s the battle. 

Angel Baby

HARDSHIPS

Running down cement stairs crying,
Holding onto only what I can carry. 
I stopped to catch my breath. I’m shaking.
I’ve never been through a moment so scary.
I had gotten away with only grass insight.
Until all of a sudden I see a black uniform coming my way. 
Before I can run, I’m gone without a fight.
I can feel the cold metal rubbing into my wrists,
And the bag of glass next to my thumping heart. 
I feel the blood running down my fists,
But I begin to feel empty 
With the thought of the glass so far apart. 

GLASS
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This is just to say I miss you,
So soon you left me without a goodbye.
Days and nights are hard being away from you,
It makes me really sad I can’t lie.
I love you with all my heart,
I wish I could still be with you.
This is just to say I need you,
My life feels torn apart.
Without you things aren’t the same,
Getting through this is really hard.
Till the day we meet again…I love you.
Forever and always in my heart.

Love so realistic and accepting,
Everyday together as a family.
Cherished moments I’ll be missing,
Time is now lost so quickly.
The friendship we had saved my life,
I need your help like I did then.
My world is upside down without you,
I wonder what you’re doing with your life.
So many things for you to do,
I hope in the end it was worth it.
I wish you the best my love,
I’ll keep you in my mind and heart.
See you in the stars above,
We’re together yet far apart.

YOU LEFT ME

Angel Baby

GOODBYE
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The conductor of an orchestra does not make a sound.  
He becomes powerful only by a gift. 
A gift giving ability to make others powerful. 
So too, like the conductor of an Oreistra. 
God gives us the power of sight. 
not by our power, But to witness in his. 
let his power flow through us, we prey.  
like the sound of a symphony each and every day. 
The Element that is so bright. 
Is just a vessel that electricity flows. 
So to are we God’s vessels. 
That spread his power and light. 
The lord is all powerful and mighty. 
Now let us be used in his name, be blessed 
by him to heal  the world. 
To stare his glory, acknowledge his pain. 
Take on our problems. 
In his holy name! 
I feel so lucky my life he will fix. 
My life I surrender to Jesus. 
Just to be in his mix. 
Amen 

Just An Element

UNTITLED
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Darkened nights and lockdown days
bring confusion and a thickened haze.
You feel forgotten
and quite often
you feel used.
For these feelings I’ve been accused.
My thoughts drift away from me,
floating into an endless sea
where they shall forever remain –
anxious and untame.

Kelly W.

FOGGY
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FLOWERS

Que
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There is a love that will not let me go.  
     I can face tomorrow because you have held me close.  
Stronger than the winds that blew,  
     Safe within your arms I knew, a love that would not let me go.  
I have truly experienced the sustaining love of GOD!!! 
     And his love will not let us go.  
We don’t deserve it, sometimes we don’t even want it.  
     But it is given none the less, it is given to us anyway. 
Because that is who He is and what He does... 
     This is the amazing thing about GRACE... 
Please know and never forget that he loves us, and our families.  
     I know our future is in his hands. 
This has brought me great comfort in my life, past.  
     This is where I draw my strength from,  
This is how I can LOVE as I do!!!! 
     You are my hiding place, you know my heart.  
In you I have found a piece of me, in me is a place for you 
     With you I will cherish a new start.  
With you I never want to part.  
     Know that I love you as GOD loves you.  
With all your perfect imperfections 
     You could have my total affection.  
Take me as I am or leave me as you found me.  
     For I also am perfectly imperfect.  
I long to be in your arms again, a new future for us to begin.  
     Then, and now I ask of you 
Please do not let me go!!! 
     Hold me tight kiss me softly.  
Love and honesty is all we truly will ever need... 
     I love you with all I have left.  
Please do not make this my final regret... 
               
 Always your Angel, 
                    Brandy R.  

Brandy Brat

GRACE  
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Thoughts of fertility,  
Dreams of darkness. 
Escape from reality in my embrace.  
Good and evil look into my face.  
Eyes of an Angel mind of a Demon 
I have no sympathy, 
Only a mild relaxant.  
My true appearance would mangle the hearts of those innocent 
I lay within my steal cocoon a worm of death 
Awaiting my metamorphosis into the ravenous night.  
That change will be soon!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

MY SPELL 

Brandy Brat
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IF YOU DON’’T ASK WITH FAITH . . .

Bramdy Brat
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Simple things of joy and glee: these are things that should be known by the 
average 3 year old.
Given today’s society though things like this don’t always go the way we 
hoped so!!
Devastation with anticipation. Always hoping but never knowing. Growing 
up with the thought that they didn’t want you…
Being told that it wasn’t true doesn’t help the fact that it has already hard-
ened them with doubt.
Devastation by the age of 3, this is a mother’s worst tragedy, especially 
when it has come full circle…
Hopes and dreams being slowly shattered due to the decisions made by me 
to begin with
Tell me please, allow me the time, please oh please don’t let my 3 year old 
baby boy become like me, please let me fix this!!
Devastation, pain, and misery should not be a 3 year old’s tragedy, please 
give back those simple joys that bring him giggles of glee, smiles, and so 
much more!!
These are my hopes and dreams for this sweet, little 3 year old of mine! 

DEVESTATION BY THE AGE OF THREE

KitKat
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Take me home before I lose control, let me see that smile and be held in 
those arms of yours, I’m losing my mind, hearing whispers of time, out of 
reach from this reality of mine, can’t you take me back to that fantasy of 
yours, I know there has to be more than this in the world, or am I just that 
lost and out of control your love is my anchor, but yet I want your soul, time 
and again I say I love you and just want to come home, I miss my family 
from out on the farm, this reality is not my own but my time is coming, I’ll 
be home free soon, you see yet I question, do they even want me, I’ve been 
on my own and created something I thought was real. But who knows my 
pain, my suffering other than those who were there, being in this cell with 
no one but Mom and Dad to hear my crying my pleading my tears are com-
pletely outta control, I feel my heart racing as I keep pacing, back and forth 
back and forth, do I stay behind these bars or so I beg to come home to mom 
and dad and sign off on their rules, giving them complete control over my 
life, dammit I’m almost 35 years old. Yet my life is and has not quite been 
my own! Do you understand I really want to know because I feel like I keep 
losing control of myself. Time and time again, Lord give me a vision give my 
voice the words that would mean so much more than anyone would under-
stand or know my heart is torn apart, these chains are tighter than before, 
I’m trying to stop this crying tell me once more I’m not in control, I scream 
and yell, curse these walls, I’m done standing alone. I’m asking to take this 
off my shoulders Lord hear me please, show me the way to sweet salvation, 
my heart keeps breaking, don’t take me for granted, my tears keep tracking 
the same lines down this face of mine, please take a moment in time and 
truly see me for who I really am, look closer and you might not even know 
the woman you see anymore, I’m trying even hard than before because this 
heart just can’t take anymore, I wanna go underground can’t you see my 
pain as plain as this gloomy day. I just want to cry harder and harder, get 
lost within the strength of your arms as though they’re my armor. It’s time 
for you to take control, I give up Lord, I just can’t do this anymore I ask you 
to carry me once and for all, my heart is too heavy, my soul can’t take this 
hardship any longer please see me through to the end of this sentencing even 
longer if these waves get even stronger than I’m able to endure but lord only 
you know the strength I have, I’ve been outta control for longer than anyone 

LOSS OF CONTROL

KitKat
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knows.  Lord you’re the only one who knows this old soul of mine, and how 
hard I’m working, trying to regain control again, so I ask you once more 
Lord, please, carry me till I can handle my own.

GOSSIP KILLS

Did you hear, do you know!!

Oh no Oh no tell me please
Oh please tell me Gossip Girl.

I closed my ears to this long ago, rumor mills are for the dogs. 

Listen here and listen good
I don’t deal with the Gossip Girls. 

Believe what you want but I know what’s real

I don’t listen to rumor mills

I learned long ago if it can’t be said to one face to face don’t say it to some-
one else. 

Truth be told gossip kills 
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Once I was all alone
With nothing but sadness and dark gloom,
Then one beautiful, bright day I met you
My knight in shining armor 

My sadness soon turned to undying bliss no more lonely nights crying out 
in the darkness, 

3 months later we got married. 
My life no longer meaningless, 
now filled with more light smiles and blessings all around, 

2 years later we became proud parents blessed with a bundle of pink bliss 
Smiling and laughing look what we created, 
2 years  more oh man here comes our baby boy,
My life is now full of pride and joy, 
all because I loved my knight in shining armor, 

I couldn’t ask for anything more… 

PRIDE AND JOY

KitKat
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I pride myself in being a survivor, 
To have been to hell and back and still stand strong
Even after all I’ve been through, this is definitely
Something to be very proud of…
I used to be so scared of changing but my 
Life is not all that it could be so I’m coming
Out of my cocoon, time to spread my winds and 
Take flight, I’ve already had this fight,
I’m hungry for life without strife, this is
My time to shine brighter than bright. 
Time to show the world I’m stronger than you
Know, so bring it on world what’s my next 
Curve ball? 

COCOON TO FLIGHT

KitKat
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NATTY THE LION

Natty the Lion
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Aaquasha B.

100$

Hi I am Benjamin Franklin’s face on the hundred dollar bill.  I decided 
to write this because today was a very stressful day.  Why you might ask?  
Well I spent all day in a very sweaty, nasty hand and if I remember cor-
rectly I believe the man’s name is Donald Trump.  It was officially the worst 
day of my life.  Ask no more please.  I am very traumatized.

MOMMA BEAR 

Sometimes it’s hard to believe that just because of something you say or do 
can change someone’s life. Recently when I was in Jail (PYC) there was a staff 
named Charline. When I arrived this time I was heavily under the influence 
of several drugs. Within 35 days Charline drastically changed my life. She 
treated me like a daughter and didn’t look at me as being a druggy or a crim-
inal but as a young person who needed help.  I loved calling her momma 
bear and she called me baby godzilla.  She always told me and showed me 
that I can go far in the world.  Charline always pushed me to do my best and 
honestly I wouldn’t have realized that my daughter and fiancé and family are 
the most important thingsin my life.  I appreciate her so much because now 
I’m a better person, and now am sober and moving on with my life. 

Thank you Momma Bear 

Sincerely Baby Godzilla.lol.
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When you actually take time to think about your name what do you think?  
I’ve always wondered how and where I got my name.  The most I know about 
my full name is that I got my first name, Aaquasha, from my little sister’s 
dad, my middle name Cheri, from my sister’s dad’s favorite aunt and my 
last name also was from my little sister’s dad.  I like to consider my name as 
being very beautiful and unique.  I just hate how a lot of people can’t pro-
nounce or spell my name.  I also feel like my personality and name describes 
me as a very strong person.  But honestly a lot of the time I don’t feel like 
my name and me mix just like peanut butter and hot sauce don’t mix.  A lot 
of the time I feel like a boy trapped in afemale’s body.  I have had several 
nicknames.  My childhood nickname was Quay-Quay Sue-Sue Browie.  My 
two quoted/hood names are Quick Shot and Baby Bee.  My favorite one is 
Quay Bear that my fiancé gave me.  My funniest nickname has been baby 
Dee, the girl off of Friday.  If I could have named myself I would have chose 
the name Davon!

UNTITLED

Aaquasha B.
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If I could rescue someone I would rescue myself.  Some people may see that 
as being selfish but honestly in my opinion I wouldn’t have the ability to res-
cue anyone if I’m the one who needs the saving.  The difficulty of this situa-
tion is in every heroic story there is a villain.  Sadly I am my own self ’s villain 
a lot of the time.  Why would I have to rescue myself?  Well from my point 
of view of my life I’ve been heading down the wrong path and I’m honestly 
afraid that the villain side of me one day will take control.  See, this is how 
I see myself, there is the heroic side of me that pushes myself to keep going 
forward and focus on my goals and actually live a life of sobriety.  The heroic 
part of me comes out daily.  Like coming to SpeakOut! and trusting people 
with the things I say.  Like when I go to NA twice a week to tell my story but 
also to hear others.  Like staying at Remington House and believing I have 
purpose.  But the most heroic parts of me is being able to accept myself and 
past and the fact that I’m lesbian and proud to say it and that I’m not afraid 
to speak my mind about what I believe to be unfair justice and having the 
knowledge that I’m one person but I still strive to be that “ONE” to change 
the world. 

But sometimes my villain side comes to visit.  My villain is the girl who 
sits in silence and hates everything about herself. She’s depressed and lives 
a miserable life and wants to end it.  She’s the one who says **** the world 
and wants nothing to do with it.  She’s the one who cuts and gets as high as 
possible to keep the heroic side from coming back, just hoping the hero will 
never come back.  She’s the one who wants to push away all the good things 
the hero brought into her life.  She’s that girl who believes she’s ugly and that 
she has no purpose to live.  See the worst thing about my villain is she likes a 
lot of damage.  Personally I believe everyone can be their own hero and also 
their own villain.  But the most important question is which side of yourself 
will you choose?  The hero or villain side? 

UNTITLED

Aaquasha B.
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Karma

PIECES OF ME 

I am the one your parents warned you 
about.
Beautiful to the eye, accepting of your past, 
and taker of your heart.
I am hard on myself, but soft to the touch. 
From the outside you would never know 
that I’ve been hurt so much. 
I hate being lonely, but want to be left 
alone. 
I’ve lost myself in poison, because the 
numbness felt like home. 
I’m an innocent little girl who only needs a 
hug. 
I can be an angry b**** who don’t give a 
****.
I am a sixteen-year-old college grad. 
A sloppy, black-out drunk. A proud mother 
of four, three on earth and one above. 
A unconditional lover that is scared of true 
love.

I’m a twenty-one-year-old widow. 
A hard worker in many different areas.
An activities assistant, receptionist, 
ward clerk, assistant don.
I’m an extremist. Real good or real bad. 
With drugs I’d do them all, the hardest and 
the most. 
I’ve lost all I had, and a little more. 
Not even death could force me to open a 
new door. I’ve ran from my problems, hid 
from my fears. 
I’ve been a tattoo artist for the past 
four years. I’ve been beaten, battered and 
broken some say. 
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I’ve got hope and faith, but for courage I 
pray.
I’m a f****** up person. I made my fair
share of mistakes.
Just to hold my kids again,
Ill do whatever it takes. I’ve picked up and 
dusted off. 

I’m a piece of coal under pressure, a 
diamond in the rough. 
I’ve slept around, some call that a w****. 
Oh, you’re not supposed to do that?
I wasn’t taught that before. 
I’m a strong woman who has very good 
morals.
I’m everything I said I’d never be. 
Everything I hate. 
I don’t like sympathy, you can keep all your 
sorrow
I live my life by hours that add to tomorrow
I’ve painted and detailed cars but dropped 
that talent as well.

I want to be the happy me and I’m finally 
learning how. I give honesty, loyalty, love, 
and respect and its something I want in 
return
To lose a friend like me is a bridge you don’t 
want to burn
I love to sing and make people laugh
Those are a few of the qualities I’m proud 
to have.
I’ll be your karma, good or bad that’s up to 
you…

I’m a survivor, a success, I am excited to see 
what
I can accomplish next. 
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UNTITLED

LyriCalled
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Yes. 
I am. 
Be. 
In the moment. 
And yes, they ask what is alright. I say because I’m here. I can hear the air of 
the building, listen, feeling the movements of the table. The vibrations tell 
me I am not alone. The smells tell me I am alive. I can feel. My hand hurts. 
In this moment I have two. I can write what I think on paper. This tells me 
I have a mind in this moment. I can sense the tension in the room, which 
tells me I also know how to feel calm. I know how it feels to be and have all 
5 senses. This right now in this moment tells me I’m very ok. The gratitude 
is sweating in the air. 
Be. 
Yes. 
I am. 
I feel hot which means I know what it’s like to feel cool. I am thankful I am 
alive in my skin which means I have known how it feels to be not. I have me 
since the day I was born and I’ll have me till the day I die. I’m glad I know 
what it’s like to be alone. 

Sissy Paycheck 

A MOMENT

Today is a new day and people are the same. To those who choose to be para-
sites, unseasoned humanity continues to perceive vague neurotic drab. Only  
to  fail  with  a  displeasing  fixation  or  desire to  govern  what  is  not  theirs  
to  control.  Setting prerequisites and demanding sanction for imaginary, 
improper and dishonest futures of non-existence. Soliciting wasted noise 
that only recreates situations that humans are sometimes forced to oblige. 
Only to remind oneself the difference between Love & Hate !?! Reputable 
pandemonium always requesting space. DEMANDING, yet in all ends, it 
will be replaced by truth... 

UNTITLED
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TWEETY JOSH

Melissa H. 
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Misty

UNTITLED

Be patient with what life brings to me
Knowledge of the unknown
I will never know till its time
Be patient with my decisions
And the choices I make sometime
I don’t understand why I do 
The things I do
Or make the choices I do
But maybe one day I will hopefully 
Understand my life and why I do the things 
I do
Just be patient. 
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Days of old, days of new, days to overcome what we’ve been through

Time flies forward, can’t rewind it, stop making mistakes, you’ll regret it I 
promise

Perfection is overrated, but yet yearned for more than you know!! Ever 
sought after the older we grow

We want our first date to be a thing of perfection, our first kiss, sweeter 
than confection. 

Hoping that next party might lead you to that one that got away. 

Searching high and low for that one love of a lifetime you just can’t ignore. 

You don’t know what you’re truly looking for until it’s walking out the door. 

Time flies forward can’t rewind it.  So stop making mistakes that you keep 
on regretting! 

Melissa H. and Kit Kat

UNTITLED
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    I wonder if a country girl is the same as a biker chick? I mean look at 
their men. Cowboys ride a horse. Bikes ride an “iron” horse. I see a pattern 
forming here. A county girl likes the daisy dukes! So does the scooter mama! 
She has a drawer full. County girls do not need makeup to look beautiful! 
Neither does my ol’ lady!
    County girls are not afraid of work or getting dirty while doing it. Guess 
who changed the oil in the bikes last night without me even asking her to! 
Hell yes! I think we are on to something here. A country girl does her own 
makeup when she feels like she might want to wear some. I have to admit, 
when my ol’ lady puts on mascara and highlights on her eyes, hell yeah!
    A country girl does not need a saddle to ride a horse. My ol’ lady rides a 
1964 Panhead with a rigid frame! Hard tail is her middle name. Really start-
ing to take the wonder out of it all, don’t you think?
    County girls will not use you or steal your money. In fact, they will protect 
it like it is their own. My ol’ lady is on bond because she shot a dude trying 
to steal my iron horse. Yeah, I most definitely see a pattern here.
    “Support your local good Woman”

I WONDER

Bear
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    What people see when they look at you is indeed your “Ohdins Mask”. It is 
the way you want the world to see you, what makes you feel comfortable in 
your own skin, but hardly who you truly are.
    This is just a  human trait, not to worry that something is wrong with you. 
To fit in where you fit in is expected of everyone but it is always good to 
know there is another person in there. Myself, I like to watch the mask do its 
job. I perceive reality on the level that is being covered up.
    You may think of “Loki” when you hear of “Ohdin’s Mask” because “Loki” 
is the master of trickery, a shape shifter. Again, just a human trait and a way 
of explaining it. “Loki” is not a real God, for they are “man made,” believe 
that. 
    But let us not get off track, “Ohdin’s Mask”’ Take a look at yourself. Do 
you see the “Ohdin’s Mask?” If you’re a woman, it makes perfect sense since 
you would like to be seen attractive, even though the females want to tear a 
disrespectful naks head off. She will prepare her mask for all to see each and 
everyday
    A male in jail, inside he is scared as a shaking Chihuahua, yet his “Ohdin’s 
Mask” has him as the hardest guy on the block! Do you understand how the 
“mask” works now and how real it is? Of course I have one myself. Under-
standing my own helps me see others for who they real are. You don’t have 
to always try and find the bad or worst thing about people. You can see the 
real good quality of the person as well.
    Why would people hide the good? It is just a natural balance, to pull off 
the whole thing in the first place. To know “Ohdin’s Mask” or even “Ohdin” 
himself, you would know he has well over 100 different names. All taking in 
a life’s travels, as one takes his or her own path. All “Gods” and “Goddesses” 
or man made, simply paths and masks for you to observe. as to apply what 
you see, to give yourself a better and true life path. 
    No imaginary people about it, if you want to get to know the only true 
“God” and “goddesses”, take a look inside yourself. Wear your “Ohdin’s 
Mask” with pride each and everyday, but do not forget the person inside 
with all the true power of the “God & Goddesses” alike.
    “Stride with pride each and everyday of your life”

OHDIN’’S MASK

Bear
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PELICAN

Que
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Slowly the Amber waves move in the morning breeze. Slow sloping hills 
gently abound from once prosperous creeks, dried by millennia of wind and 
heat. Banks crack to show bones of beasts that abound plentiful in a time 
lost. The yellows and Greys broken by the occasional flower of the prickly 
pear. The only sound breaking the winds breath is the coyote’s lonely song, it 
forces the pronghorns to move swiftly to the next ridge. 
A panoramic view of the breathtaking beauty unmolested by the Modern 
Man. I imagine the drum of the Lakota Man, and the sacred hoop that once 
thrived on this precious land. Being here among the hawks and the rattle-
snakes is medicine for my soul.  

SILENCE IN THE PLAINS

Sykes
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Time has proved my enemy,
Gone without you near.
When I close my eyes each night I see,
Your smile that haunts me here.
Until I’m out, again we’ll be,
Together in each other’s arms,
Though for now I dream of your beauty,
And your sexy girlish charms.
I miss your laugh, your sight, your scent,
When we’re together everything just seems,
Almost like you’re heaven-sent,
Because angels put you in my dreams.
Until this time is past and gone,
Finished and complete,
For you, within my heart I long.
When I think of you it skips a beat.
Surprisingly I seem to know,
My only friend in here is sleep.
Cause when I’m awake, I miss you so,
But together in dream, I stare into your eyes so deep.
AS they pass, the minutes seem to creep.
When I’m awake they linger by,
But for now I think I’d rather sleep,
To see you with my dreaming eye. 

LyriCalled

PRISON DREAMS
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Oh city, my city in the heart of the New World! Favored and free are her 
peoples, extravagant and pious their ways. Holy and sacred is the temple 
which looms on edge of her metropolitan border. Fat and immaculately 
dressed are its priests. Angry are their voices as they yell from their pul-
pits screaming of savior’s sacrifice. Furled is the deacon’s brow atop each 
eye as he preaches the importance of tithing whilst donning a silk tie and 
matching pin-striped trousers. His feet are comfortably snug in the most 
extravagant set of hand-crafted loafers and of us have ever seen. The bright 
sheen of his perfectly feathered hair glistens from the spotlights. Television 
cameras trace his every pace. His audience clings to his every word. 
In most everywhere else in the world, there are 3 common questions one 
may ask another upon initial introduction. These are: What is your name? 
What do you do? and Where are you from? In our city, there is a fourth 
question, its answer by many considered of such vast importance that it is 
often asked first: What church do you belong to? 
Oh city, my city in the heart of utopian Christendom! New Jericho, New 
Jerusalem. Its main import is money. Mass amounts of currency given at 
the ready in direct response to its two main exports: fear and guilt. Guilt 
for the atrocious loss of a savior. Fear for our souls to be lost in the abyss of 
Lucifer’s eternal sin and damnation. 
Our city has no law, no rules. We need them not. Its people read only one 
book. We are allowed no others. 
We are Tulsa. 

LyriCalled 

UNTITLED
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I am envious of those who live complacently in the shadow of ignorance, 
(Synonym: the American dream)
I am a patriot of this once great nation.
I am a person, a human being, a man,
I am NOT a crime, a statistic or an inventory number!
I am not a f****** animal in a kennel.
I SPEAK-OUT!
I may not be silenced.
I am a writer,
A worker,
A philosophical thinker,
And a creative dreamer.
I am a singer,
A joker,
A smoker (synonym: midnight toker).
I am one of the biggest hearts you will ever meet,
Whose kindness quickly turns wrathful when mistaken for weakness.
I am a force to be reckoned with,
And a wrecking force of self beneficence,
Though I am benign to all others.
I am my meticulous introspective antagonist,
Unable to adhere to my own advice,
Incessantly broadcasting closed frequency inner dialogue in real time,
I am auto-critical.
I am the best of the positive, 
The unessential negative.
I am ephemeral material, 
And everlasting spiritual.
I am complex (synonym: recondite).
I am a larva. This is my cocoon,
Burgeoning encasement of mortar and steel transforms me,
Resurrected reincarnation of triumphant soul’s sojourn,
Revealing variegated neon wings by which I kiss the etheric All.
I am not bound by these walls.

I AM/AM NOT

LyriCalled
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 Within confines 
Of world’s greatest minds, 
May be defined, 
A gift divine. 
For as is seen, 
By wise eyes keen, 
Both micro & macro seem, 
Designed by same quantum dream. 
And as we unfold, 
Those ancient stories told, 
Men of renown & God bold, 
Thru modern eyes we see the Mold. 
Tho, viewing life as cosmic chance, 
Being none but molecular dance, 
Within a trance 
Of Fate’s romance. 
We lose sight that once upon a time we knew, 
Manifesting physical, we souls few, 
Continued swimming thru sidereal hew, 
May we again find purpose in Spirit’s truth. 

AN ARGUMENT FOR A DYING FAITH 

LyriCalled 
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From the depths of the grave I made, I’m built with Hate from the pain I cre-
ate, self inflicted like deep sorrow no Playground around live to see tomor-
row, Angels of Hell I made my cell depths within clouds watch out its Hell, I 
can Love be mostly Hated, love from the father my eartlhy is Hated but Not 
from me as crazy as thee, screw the Rest in a maze I’ll be, Look in the mirror 
who cares to be heard, riding in the wind cuz my words will be heard Now a 
Patch Holder from the crazed mind I will God Pleased forgive for my sins – 
I’ll die Hated and loved from the life I live Now. Hells Angel made so make 
it a thrill. I love and believe in lord with all my will 

HELLS ANGEL 

Bradley K.
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    As  I was growing up, and still to this day, my father used to tell me always 
be proud of our family name which is A*******! Apmg with that, always 
keep your Dzworddz for it shows your character, and is your bond. The work 
ethics my father instilled in us three kids would include, but not limited to 
showing up for work 10 –15 minutes early, staying late if asked, coming in 
on off, remembering that the customer is always right, put in 100% effort 
each and every day and do it with a Dzfar wage – a days wagedz. The virtues 
my dad spoke of oten are never get even, be patient, always be respectful, 
when you are wrong admit it, be honest, no one likes a liar or a boastful 
person. Keys to success are often made up of education, life experiences, and 
religious/spiritual foundations which my father placed great emphasis on 
the Dz10 Commandmentsdz– to always obey to the best of our ability, the 
power of prayer works, and sharing is caring! And as always be proud that 
we are Americans! All in all to have God as Christ loved us, and to love one 
another  as equals :) Love you dear old Dad :)Thank u! :)

UNTITLED

John A.
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Laying down in this bed
that doesn’t belong to me,
But here i lay.
Weak during the week
Away from my own heart.
Wishing on a star that
Will never be real to anyone
We’ll be honest. To you, me, some 
Many, too all,
The point is to make the star
real, in its own way.
Never be weak during the bad week, a bad
week, a bad week. Anyweek.
 We are all running out of time.

WEAK-NOT-WEAK!

Joshua D. 
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SPEAKOUT!

PandaMan
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Must have: manners, good hygiene, common sense (which isn’t so common 
anymore), basic cognitive awareness, of self and others.

DO’s: Clean toilet seat after splashing piss everywhere, (I don’t give a damn 
if you just woke up and were going back to bed), make your bed so we don’t 
get shook-down (I don’t give a damn if you only went to use the shower for 
a minute. You know the drill; every half hour status-checks. Plan accord-
ingly), have something to occupy yourself with rather than running your 
neck the entire f****** 18 hours we’re locked down together!, watch my back 
and I’ll watch yours. I don’t like sneaky jail-house thieves sniffing around my 
front porch anymore than you do, courtesy-flush often.

DON’T’s: Ask me how much time I have here, ask me about my history cuz I 
damn sure don’t care about yours, think that I want to listen to you run your 
gums the entire time we’re locked down, think that you are the only person 
in existence, flush paper towels down the toilet.

GENERAL NOTE: 
Please do not assume that because we are cellies that it automatically means 
I want to know – much less, hear your entire life’s story up ‘til the moment 
you got here. I don’t give a f*** what the D.A. said. I don’t give a f*** what 
your attorney said. I don’t give a f*** what the judge said. In general, I just 
don’t give a f***. When the doors pop you no longer exist to me. Please re-
frain from attempting unnecessary hang-out time. 18 hours a day is enough. 
Everyone farts. All I ask is you sit on the s****** and flush it down. Re-
member: other people exist besides just you. Clean up after yourself. I ain’t 
your mommy and I ain’t your f***** maid. If we happen to sit at the same 
table during meal-times, for the love of all that is good in this work; CLOSE 
YOUR F****** MOUTH WHEN YOU CHEW!
Do not pace the f***** floor wondering every second of the day when you 
will get bonded out or when your 75% is/when work realize or way-way will 
come. I don’t want to spend every moment of my working life hearing about 
your time-comp sheet. Figure it out. Deal with being here for awhile and the 
sooner you do, the sooner I can be closer to tolerating you.

WANT ADS: SEEKING CELLY

LyriCalled
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I will help you out in any capacity I can and I won’t even ask you for anything 
in return, although the second you take advantage of my kindness is the very 
second you’ll notice I’m not longer helping you out. Even if you have noth-
ing to give, remember; everyone loves cookies and cakes. Be grateful, show 
gratitude. Even a little appreciation goes a long way, actually SHOWING 
someone you appreciate them goes infinitely further.
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UNTITLED

David S.
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WOMAN I LOVE

Dallas W

Sandra oh, Sandra this woman I love,
 I cry to the heavens, the heavens above, 
  You have my heart, you have my life,
   I wish you were, were still my dear wife.
Never again, again will I meet
 A woman like you that makes my heart beat,
  My lord your great beauty, a beauty so fine,
   This beauty of yours, oh let it be mine.
My tears do fall, they fall oh for you
 Sandra I speak, my words are all true
  I dream of so many, so many it seems
   You are the source, the source of my dreams.
Please hear my sweet prayers, oh lord up above
Sandra, oh Sandra, this woman I love.

LATE AT NIGHT

Late at night I realize,
My life was built, built on lies
Till the night I met you,
I fell in love for that is true,
I hold you close I held you tight,
to be with you that felt so right,
to you my Sandra, my one true love,
I pray to God, to God above,
To have you back to have you here,
I need you Sandra I need you dear,
Forgive me poo bear, forgive me please
I beg of you I’m on my knees,
My life is yours, as is my heart
Just one more time, a fresh new start
I speak that truth, no more lies, 
My love for you I realize.
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Here I am a road I roam 
No one to love no place is home,
As I look into my life
There’s so much pain so much strife
All my thought’s there’s so much pain
Again again it’s all the same
These thoughts they hurt my tears they fall
Your name I whisper your name I call,
 Around, around this life does spin
 I’ve lived a life a life of sin
 Oh God I cry please take this pain
 These words I speak they’re all the same
My thoughts, my dreams, each one of you
So many mistakes, my words, ring true
I’ve hurt so many, I’ve destroyed these lives
With promises I’ve broken, so much for lies
Oh Lord take my life, please let me die
Please stop these tears, don’t let me cry
Just one more I beg of you
God these words so sure and true
Around, around this life does spin
 I’ve lived a life a life of sin
 Oh God I cry please take this pain
A light I saw this light above
A light that’s built that’s built of love
Please oh Lord please take my pain
For I am nothing for I’m to blame
Forgive my life, forgive my sin
A brand new life I do begin
I call to you oh Lord above
Desperate words they’re full of love

Chorus—
You’ve changed my life it’s all anew
A new life of joy, a love that’s true

HERE I AM

Dallas W
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With tears of joy I praise your name
My life has changed it’s not the same
I give my life and my heart
Through you oh Lord, my life will start
My lord, my savior, my heart’s his home
A brand new life, this road I roam
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Melissa H.

IT’’S A GIRL
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O lovely O most charming girl
Your graceful air and heavenly pearl
Thy Beauties of your mind how they 
do shine
Every bit shaped so sugary fine 
Your teeth so straight and whiter 
than fallen snow. 
Your smile Brighter than a rainbow
Thine eyes are of fierce Egyptian shape
More like Christians than an Ape
Her cheeks are like the Roses of Red
Her hair like a Raven that’s Dead
My dearest Desiree is such a 
very pretty woman
I thank God she isn’t a Mormon

DEAREST DESIREE

Hot Tub Tony
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Goodbye to freedom 
As though it was meant to be
Kicking it with some different brand of folks
Passing all tests yet society 
Still playing old tricks on me.
None the less, standing strong,
Trying to beat statistics,
Dealing with an unjust system making 
Only the weak men go ballistic
Not just me, believing everything happens for a reason
And to all you sucka’s who didn’t stand strong
And did everyone wrong,
It’s too late, page is turnt 
And now it’s a new season
Hi.

GOODBYE TO FREEDOM 

Joshua H. 
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I have heard many tales from fanatical people of their encounters with their 
god’s avatars, frenzied stories from men and women who claim to have 
looked upon or heard their deities. So many others come to convert to a 
religion during troubled times, likewise claiming they had seen the light and 
the truth, however convoluted it might be. 
    I do not disagree with the claims, and would not openly attack the premise 
of their encounters. I am glad for those who have found enrichment amidst 
the chaos; I am glad whenever another person finds contentment of spiritual 
guidance. 
    But what is faith?
    What of fidelity and loyal? Complete trust? Faith is not granted by tangible 
proof. It comes from the heart and soul. If a person needs proof of god’s ex-
istence, then the very notion of spirituality is diminished into sensuality and 
we have reduced what is holy into what is logical. 
    No, I’ll not argue openly against one who has claimed to have seen or 
heard their god’s avatar, because that person will not understand that the 
mere presence of such a being undermines the  the very purpose of, and 
value of, faith. Because if the true gods were so tangible and so accessible, 
then we could not longer be independent beings set on a journey to find the 
truth, but merely a heard of sheep needing to guidance of a shepherd and his 
dogs, unthinking and without the essence of faith.
    The guidance is there, I know. Not in such intangible form, but in what we 
know to be good and just. It is our own reactions to the acts of others that 
show us the value of our own actions, and if we have fallen so far as to need 
an avatar, and undeniable manifestation of a god, to show us our way, then 
we are pitiful beings indeed. A time of trouble? Yes. And even more so if we 
are to believe the suggestion of avatars, because truth singular and cannot, 
by definition, support so many varied, even opposing manifestations. 
    So tell me not of avatars. Show me not your proof that yours is the true 
god. I grant you your beliefs without question and without judgment, but if 
you grant me what is in my heart, then such tangible evidence is irrelevant.

D.J. solid

WHAT IS FAITH
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It is the most important ingredient in any rational beings formula of hap-
piness. It is the element that builds confidence and allows us to go on to 
other, greater tasks. It is the item that promotes a sense of self-worth that 
allows any person to believe there is value in life itself and that gives a sense 
of purpose to bolster us as we face life’s unanswered questions. 

A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT    

D.J. solid 
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Sean R.

HEART
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This criminal life is like the never ending story,
A solider for this cause-less cause, still waiting for my glory.
Loyal till the end, loyal to the game,
But I’d rather not take a trip back down memory lane.
Infatuated with instant gratification, sought fame in a fraudulent name.
Where to start, for our stories are the same, endless loss, endless pain.
Winning did we ever, yet here we sit telling stories of good times that were 
never.
North, South, Mexican, White, Black,
Yoked together with the same burden upon our back.
Always in search of a new alliance,
When it’s in our own lives that were not in compliance,
As we stare down our enemy, the man, or women in the mirror with defi-
ance.
Our ignorance is a hard pill to swallow, 
Imagine if we were to stand as one, how many would follow.
Crazy right, crazy unfamiliar we are,
Yet we share addictions and institutional minds gone, beyond far.
Divided we stand when we compare who’s who, or act as if our lives are 
fine.
Should we believe we’re anything but fallen stars, lost in our own delusions 
still waiting to shine.
It’s over because it has to be, this is our reward.
How about we use our stories as weapons, our new sword.
Watch and see we’re not so different, let us set aside our differences,
If we were to stop this fight and unite, then we could show the world what 
different is.
Together we can chase off addictions and demons, as we stand in one 
struggle, one hope, one dream.
United by one, divided by none, an unbeatable team.

Gabriel_Fallen

1/0
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I was asked to write about an alternate reality.  The way I received this 
prompt wasn’t like any other message I have received before.  It told me 
what it was like to live under a Pagan government. Being involved in one 
of the biggest movements in the world, a very important day to remember 
and the records left behind and how to translate them.   This message came 
to me September 23rd 2015 at 7:45pm.  Amber was reading about move-
ments when Paganism flourished.  The vibrations in her voice provoked 
a message that was encoded deeply in my DNA.  Even though it sounds 
complicated, it wasn’t as complicated as an email, text, or post.  It was clear 
enough for a blind man to see even though it was invisible. To understand 
what it was like to live back then, you have to put aside all the entitlements 
the men before us died for.  The Roman Pagan government oppressed its 
people.  The average person couldn’t speak freely.  You could be killed on 
the spot, stoned (and I don’t mean Colorado stoned).  These were truly 
Thero men.  I was very close to Saul, one of the men doing the killing.  He 
would kill you for speaking one word against the Roman government.  It 
was hard for me to see anything good coming from all of this senseless 
death.   That was the whole reason behind this movement.  It was to es-
tablish the law of love, freedom, compassion, and equality amongst the 
people.  This movement was a slap in the face to the Pagan government, 
it would liberate the people.  The leader of this movement was spreading 
the word of love and equality.  The government wanted him dead.  He as 
mocking them, pointing out to the people that they were not being treated 
or led properly. He spread the word that he was going to turn himself into 
the government.  He made sure that he spent time with the ones closest to 
him so his spirit could never be killed.  He was truly on a suicide mission 
and would pay the ultimate price to make an atonement. On Thursday in 
the morning as he was riding into town on a white donkey representing 
peace and meekness, the people started gathering and yelling Save us, Save 
us.  The people loved him and what he stood for.  The Roman govern-
ment got ahold of him and decided to publically execute him.  They hung 
him in a tree and tortured him for six hours before he died. The records 
of the principles he stood for have been translated in many languages.  
The principles, no matter how many people re-write them, can always be 

A DAY TO REMEMBER 

Miguel R
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seen.  Even though people had to write n code to keep from being stoned 
or publically executed, you can always see the principles of love, patience, 
kindness, forgiveness, faith, hope, equality, and freedom in these stories. 
In conclusion, there are so many details about this movement.  You have to 
know what to look for.  The qualities you would want to live by and teach 
to your kids to live by can be found in the basic instructions before leaving 
Earth.  This is the book the records have been stored in.  The author I good 
orderly direction.  A.K.A Bible.  Author God.  Look for him and you will 
see him the whole message was simple, short, and sweet: Love.  It’s invisible 
but could be seen by even a blind man. 

ARTISAN

A pile of rocks and wood is just that until in the hands of a person who 
studies the fine arts.  Art of vision will lead that Artisan to see the impos-
sible and make something from nothing.  Even if you take his eyes, he will 
still see a way to build a solid future.  You see? The art of vision also has to 
do with the ears and heart; seeing the invisible.

To be proud of heart, within you, your grandfather shall always be,
To see your smile, and your laughter to hear,
Within my heart, the longing I do possess.
The future to come for you and I hope within love we as granfather and 
grandson will together share, although so many day long since past, and 
long away,
Anthony, I shall see you soon.

GRANDSON
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UNTITLED

Migel R.
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Juicy Jae

A SOUNDLESS SONG

How does a caged bird sing
when its voice has been snuffed
out?

The Silence mingles with the Cobwebs
and the broken glass.

A dirty heart leads to dirty hands.

The dust Motes and the Muted Colors
intertwine.

All the while my Mind Screams…
 How does a caged bird sing?

This isn’t what my mother & all the others do...yet I couldn’t keep my mind 
off you.  What if she doesn’t feel the same?  I remember my 1st taste...of 
your lips I remember goin all the way down to your hips.  We both giggled 
slightly buzzed We felt sneaky & pretty smart Oh s*** was that your par-
ents car?! False alarm the feel of your skin & the smell of your hair...We 
discovered something new together.  You made me come alive for the 1st 
time, you opened up my eyes & made me finally realize.  

MY 1ST TASTE

Roxi... So much to say Crazy, complicated, beautiful, tortured.  Met fresh-
man year became best friends Well...That’s what we told our mothers.  My 
1st kiss, my 1st experience between the sheets, my first love, my 1st heart-
break.   

ROXI... 
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The craziest person I ever met.  
My savior and also the deliverer of the tiny deaths I died every day.  
You’re gone now yet still you remain.  
Here I am all alone trying to erase all the bitterness you left behind. 
My heart torn in two 
An inner battle between love and hate  
Tryin to turn from worm to butterfly without ever being shown the way.  

MY MOTHER

My one & only safe spot 
the giggles that escaped 
with knowledge that she couldn’t find me.  
The place I hid my treasures & 
whispered my dreams.  
Saphire burst around me and 
my heart felt hope at the feel  
of the life that surrounded  me & 
held me close.  

THE WILLOW TREE

My Scorpio heart beats strongly. 
My fire burns unremorsefully.
Beautiful, chaotic, destruction. 
I am heard but I am not seen as I peek out from the shadow of my exis-
tence.
The Clock Ticks life away to the beat of My own Madness. 
TICK-TOCK. 

TICKTOCK

Juicy Jae
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Joseph, you are my champion.

You are many things to me. 

The love of my life, my hero, my best friend, 
you are everything to me. 

You help me stand when I am weak 
you are definitely the better part of me. 

When you smile it’s like you’re giving
me the most precious gift on earth. 

The first time I saw it I thought
Damn, I would do anything Just to see
that smile over and over for the rest
of my life. 

I felt so proud that I could 
coax such a light from you

The one person I think the most
of and would do anything for

It probably sounds cheesy but
you complete me, you’re the one
I can’t live without

You are the water to my thirsty soul

You’ve made my heart start to beat
again. 

I love you truly and completely

Forever and always

From this world to the next. 

UNTITLED

Juicy Jae
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The life of the party, the comedian,
the down ass
b****, the crazy antics, the
hustler, and the chick who’s probably
beat you up once or twice.

The one nobody Knows is
Just Jesse

She’s lonely, she secretly
hates herself but loves everyone else.
She’s fiercely loyal, she loves to sing.

She wants everyone to like her
and to be accepted she seems
confident although she is anything
but

It feels like I’m expected 
to live like I’m on stage always
ready to perform

I am Juicy Jae but sometimes
I’m just Jesse.

A LOT OF PEOPLE KNOW JUICY JAE 

Juicy Jae
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When I cease to exist I can only hope to be 
remembered

I can’t say that what I have done was always right

I do wish that the good I did would outshine the bad 
when you remember me.

When I’m gone and I happen to cross your mind or
walk through your dreams, I hope it brings a smile
to your face and warmth to your heart.

I hope you hear me through the whisper of the
wind and that you see me in the sunset

I hope you feel me with you whenever you’re sad.

Remember me for my smile, my dirty jokes and my
craziness

Remember me for my exuberance, my big heart and
how I loved to make you laugh.

Please remember how I was always so fiercely loyal
and that you meant the world to me.

Most of all I hope my life has taught you these things:

To dance to the beat of your own drum

To paint the world the colors your heart desires

Do what you love and love what you do.

WHEN I’’’’’’M GONE

Juicy Jae
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Dawson V.

LOLLIPOP

Remember the day you came to me with tears in
your eyes
and you fell to your knees?

Remember the day I went to you with blood in 
my eyes
and all I wanted to do was say goodbye

Two wrongs don’t make a right
It’s dealing with fire helping fire

We encourage each other to do things for the better
not for worse
But, we are stuck in this curse

People around us are affected by what we do, I 
know for sure my mom’s face brightens blue

After years of pain and regret
The wrong felt like my best bet

But one day my fire turned to water
and I realized my life can be much harder

Waves crashed in my head with feelings of relief
and I turned to my friend with disbelief

I wrapped my arms around her waist
and shared my warmth and love without disgrace
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UNTITLED

Ken 
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The morning came and all of my brothers and sisters were lying down be-
neath me.  Buttons were pressed rapidly when the first customer came.  
“Your total is going to be $7.16,” said the cashier.  My mind stopped and 
my numbers were beating.  A sudden tug opened the register and a sweaty 
index finger roughly swiped me out of it, along with some coins and mere 
bills.  “Your change is $2.84” said the cashier.  Myself and my cousins left the 
palm of the cashier and into the customer’s.  In a hurry with a baby crying 
the woman tried to put me in her purse, but missed and I flew with the wind 
into the parking lot.

DOLLAR BILL

Dawson V.
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MY LONG WALK IS NOT ENDED: 

 In October 2015, students from Dr. Cindy Griffin's CSU's Rhetoric 
and Civility course engaged in a two-part writing exchange with the 
SpeakOut writers. Inspired by an excerpt from Nelson Mandela's My 
Long Walk to Freedom, we wrote, exchanged, and offered feedback and 
reflections on some of the missteps in our lives, bridging the divide be-
tween campus and jail. The results of this exchange include the follow-
ing "My long walk has not ended, I . . . " poems, as well as some reflec-
tion on the process.

-Cindy Griffin

Reflections from Students:

Instead of feeling very judgmental or distant while reading her story, I 
immediately felt connected to her. . . . I often look for an excuse or situa-
tions where I can pass the blame when I make mistakes, and seeing how 
this woman took complete ownership of her missteps really resonated 
with me. I was inspired to keep her writing with me and work to better 
understand and accept my mistakes as learning experiences, rather than 
something shameful and unacceptable. DM

Through this exchange I was able to gain a whole new perception of 
these women. These are ordinary women who took the time to tell a 
skinny kid from Chicago that the storm clouds would not last forever. 
BTG

Despite our situations being so vastly different, self-conscious and anx-
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ious perfectionists could end up on either side of the page, writing in a 
classroom in Aylesworth or in a writing group in a correctional facility. 
The back of the page became a shock and a comfort, validation that we 
were the same on a human level; after re-reading it several times, I just 
kept thinking, "me too." AA

After receiving the response, I realized we were both women. We both 
experienced a misstep. Whether that misstep led to jail time or an emp-
tiness, it didn't matter. Jail is just a location. It's not a personality or 
character of someone. It is a location where a "time-out" happens. The 
ability to feel connected with another human being should not depend 
on accidents, missteps, or decisions that were made in the past. Instead, 

“I have walked that long road to freedom. I have tried not to 
falter; I have made missteps along the way. But I have discov-
ered the secret that after climbing a great hill, one only finds 
that there are many more hills to climb. I have taken a moment 
here to rest, to steal a view of the glorious vista that surrounds 
me, to look back on the distance I have come. But I can only 
rest for a moment, for with freedom come responsibilities, and 
I dare not linger, for my long walk is not ended.”

-Nelson Mandela, Long Walk to Freedom

A Collaboration between LCDC and CSU Rhetoric and Civility
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Cindy Griffin’s CSU Civility Class partnered with the women writers of 
LCDC to experience a new kind of collaborative writing. The ideas of 
Nelson Mandela inspired both the imprisoned women and the CSU stu-
dents, who read his speech, and responded to the prompt. At first, many 
of the women were a little suspicious of the prompt and its motives, pos-
sibly because they felt it was prying into the reason they were currently 
in the jail. The facilitators reassured them that their misstep could be 
anything, even just the consequences of choosing the wrong soap. They 
laughed and got down to the serious business of writing after that. Both 
the class and the writers then got to read and respond to each others’ 
writing, opening their eyes to someone else’s life experiences. The topics 
ran the gamut of emotions and events, lending to a deeper understand-
ing of each other. The women enjoyed being viewed positively by com-
plete strangers, people who happened to be in a different position of the 
life right then. The fact that the students’ responses were not negative or 
condemning was a relief.

The final activity was the creation and sharing of collaborative group 
poems. Starting with “My long walk is not ended,” the final line in the 
quote from Nelson Mandela, everyone wrote about the aspects of their 
own long walk. The ladies truly enjoyed this, probably more than any-
thing else in this project and have been asking for more collaborative 
experiments to do as a group. The poems that came out of these col-
laborations from the Civility class and from the women’s group appear 
in this section.

-Larissa W.
Intern, Colorad State University

On Collaboration with Civility:
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My long walk is not ended…
I am not tired yet. I am not giving up.
My path that had been destroyed 
 I can now begin to rebuild 

The stepping stones are the way to go
They might be broken
 But they lead me home 

My long walk is not ended…
I will continue on this path for a while
I have a long way to go 
 I chose the wrong road to walk down, and need to travel a new one

My long walk is not ended…
I will need some new shoes soon though
I am gonna need more snacks to continue on sooner than later 
I haven’t stumbled across the answer—
 Only more questions
 I need to reach the horizon, 
 Yet it keeps moving away

My long walk is not ended…
I know that this is just a bump in my road
I will overcome yet another hurdle
In this, life’s journey. 
I yearn for more to come
 I know that pain can be overwhelming
 But to know joy is worth living

I still face the unknown obstacles ahead
I have just started on the Right Road, one toe out the door 
and toward words of god, Love, hope, 
happy, and no more disappointment.

MY LONG WALK IS NOT ENDED: GROUP COLLABORATION 

LCDC Women’s
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 But if I want to keep my freedom 
 I must take on my responsibilities. 

My long walk is not ended…I am still far from perfect. 
With every step forward a piece of the old me is left behind.
A bread crumb trail of my life, baring myself to the world. 
I am not finished learning yet. Or searching for new and better things. 
Stopping to smell the flowers, learning new songs to sing. 
My long walk has just begun so many things ahead. 
Today, tomorrow and forever, no beginning and no end, 
because my long walk has just begun.
 I only turned it into a beautiful dance.
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My Long Walk Has Not Ended, I will not give up on this thing they call life,
I still have a lot to accomplish, I still have many lessons to learn

I still have time to pursue the things I love and walk beside the ones I love
My long walk has not ended, I can’t find my way home,

 In fact I have much walking yet to do.
My long walk has not ended, I still need my degree

I just want to take a nap
I still don’t know what I want to be.

My long walk has not ended, I have many more people to meet.
I have so much more to offer this world.

My long walk has not ended, I have so much left to see.
My long walk has not ended, I got captured by the Evil Queen.

COLLEGE COLLAGE 

btg , jhm, dsm, alh, Steven, jle, jgh
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My long walk has not ended, 
I still don’t know the destination 
I do not think that my long walk will actually ever end
I can still see the lighthouse shining in the distance

My long walk has not ended, 
I have not felt many pains in this world
I still face evil temptations everyday
I have yet to grow into the person I have always wanted to become

My long walk has not ended,
I am finally standing up for myself 
I will still strive to be the best I can be

My long walk has not ended,
I have stopped many times on the road to stargaze
I still want to fall in love

My long walk has not ended, 
I just decided to add some music and make it into a dance
I just need some company…wanna join?

I really need to get off of this treadmill.

Chrissy, Jordan,Ethan,Sarah,Jeff,Aly,Rachel,Larry,Julia,Ty, Kyle

CARDIO 
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My long walk has not ended, I…
Have merely began to crawl

Will be proud by the growth I have done
Know there is a lot more to come

Know that I am mighty as one

My long walk has not ended, I…
Have hardly even started

I seek a place for roots to grow 
Know there is so much left for me to do

Still want to make myself proud
Can’t believe how far I have come

My long walk has not ended, I…
Just started

Still have time to change and grow 
Still have goals I have to reach

Will resist the urge to trudge my feet through the dust
Am learning that I am earning

My long walk has not ended, I…
Know it will be tedious, trying, uneven

I continue scouting for beauty in the forgotten and simple
Have too much love to give

Know these paths are forever changing as I go

A.X., M.M., A.R.B., Bernandus, Kate G., Ryan W.,  M.P.H., Bry, S.J.R., C.R.H., Emana L., 
Mollie

THE FOREVER CHANGING PATH
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BELIEVE

Melissa M.
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Believe in yourself
It’s harder than they say
We make so many mistakes along the way
Life throws us curve balls
Sometimes several at a time
At times we strike out
At times a touchdown 
But is it a game?
No, life is a gift, so
Believe in yourself
It’s not as hard as they say
When you get to the fork in the road
And it seems as though you’ve been there before
Just open your eyes, stare down that for in the road
Hold your head up high and
Believe in yourself. 

BELIEVE

Melissa M.
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The animal within some days is tame
Someday I wake up and I’m not the same.
In this world I live in it’s kill or be killed
Only the strong, 
Does that thinking make me wrong?
But I must prove I’m strong.
Look at this feline, a killer at its best
Sometimes my soul has that same unrest,
I have the same need as many animals do,
I must stop, slow down, and let my head rest, 
Or do I let my hands do what they must do?
 Maybe my thinking is all wrong
And I was never strong
Just a lost ‘lil boy looking for his mom,
Nope, that cannot be,
Cause I am strong
But I know, in my heart,
That my thinking is wrong.

Bigg Mike

UNTITLED
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Sometimes I’m terrified of my heart,
for I can not give it what it truly 
wants.
Both the things my heart want my bring 
my life to an end.
First being my wife and the next being my inner fiend.
I know I will never be able to give my 
heart these things but they will
always haunt my dreams.  

HEART POEM

Bigg Mike
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Lying in bed, dreams come
Still thinking of the curandera’s words,
“…Flood of the bull’s blood
 Will not be wasted…”
I thought of blood wasted, fell asleep, dreams came –

I appear entering prison
Face cringing, hands tightening, terrified,
 Saying no, no, no…

I am going in,
Looking around at bars and walls
Collared with barbwire,
Guard huts.
Change of shifts,
Horrible sounds of guard keys
Lifted in a bucket on pulley up to the guard tower
 Rattling
 Like a sick man
 With a tube in his throat
 Trying to breathe.

I awaken.
 Hands pale, fingers cold.
What, this is no dream
It is my reality.

A DREAM

Bigg Mike
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As I sit I do this time and watch the
world pass me by. Things as we know it are
no more, for our world is forever changing. As I
leave someone else is sure to come. Why
because the things I was doing were so dumb 
and some unforgiveable. But for me that’s okay!
As I sit I will do this time, and not 
allow this time to do me as it has so many 
before me. I will always look at s*** as a 
blessing and it all happens 4 a reason. I may 
not know why and I may never know why
all I know is that I am here and I am
alive and I will be free again, let’s just
hope I have taken something new and something
different. Only god will know.  

AS I SIT

Bigg Mike
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YING YANG

PandaMan
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THEY BELIEVE IT TO BE

Dano E.

That The
 “Bricks and Doors”
Will Mold “Me”
The
 “Chains and Shackles”
Can “Hold” Thee
But What
 They Cannot See
“Deep Inside” Indeed
Is That
 My “Mind and Soul”
 Always Will Be “Free”

As The
 “Dreaded Words”
  Burn in my Ears…
 “Lockdown
  -Lockdown”
They Say With Such “Ease”
With the Slamming of 
 “Steel Doors”
And the 
 “Rattling of Keys”…
 “Please
  -Oh Please”
Just once more to Know
 The “Honey of Bees”
To sit on my 
“Peaceful Mountain”
In a “Cool Fresh Breeze”
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Into my
“Hidden World”
Is Where I will “Flee”
Back to Living
“Deep” in the Trees
“Knowing”
 Never Again Will I Be
                  Subject to Such
Miss Guided” Tyranny”
“Vowing”
Never Again Shall There Be
An Eclipsing
Of The “Man”
That is “Me”
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Nasty

FIT

Fit—We notice everyone Fit-seems to be coming 
around Fit- should I see more color Fit but its
starting to blossom like sunflowers in the early morning
as the sun Rises –Fit—they’re all starting to do it
Fit should I participate fit, why is it so important
Fit – I think is a trend Fit—invest yes get fit
To get involved its Fit fit go fit know fit
Ah yes run fit write fit color fit its everywhere
I’ve noticed it fit, fit fit what is fit Does it
Know you is it, fit knowing me fit but
Out of Reach Fit I don’t get it fit but 
I know it fit reminds me of TV fit
I see it again fit ah a blue fit explain
Please what is it fit they would know it
Fit there it is this is my free fit like fit
Want fit its cause I see fit don’t stop
But I should too much time to explain
Fit its on your wrist and isn’t it a fit  
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Veronic A.

DAY OF THE DEAD SKULL
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All these words come from my soul trust and believe that

The scars on my heart run deeper than any of these tracks

Good with that heat. So those flames leap.

It’s a return to hell every time I relapse

Lose and Dazied I’m wandering these streets like zombie been up for dayz

Thought I had my destination figured out must of lose my way.

None of em as solid as they like to claim

Man those chemicals were the only ones to embrace me whenever I went 
astray

Yeah I know, said this s*** so much it’s sounding redundant

Can’t deny a thing most of these cars I got in public

Over a way of life, once a good idea once turned repugnant

Might as well bare it all, no longer hidin nothin’

Caught between music and a old life, tryin to decide if I’m ready to dare for 
somethin’

Or are both sides manipulating the situation hard to tell who’s bluffin’

Still stuck in the past, still reliving these vivid memories

Still alive at 31 surpassed my predicted life expectancies

Back before I found a niche as a writer

Was on road to nowhere other than becoming a lifer

It’s hard trying to change lesson instilled in you since you were in diapers

So no wonder turn to grown men behind bars once the police find

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED

Frank B. Good
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Didn’t notice a thing when I was lost in those streets

Knew it was wrong but making excuses like we got to eat

From the block to those bars and back out never missing beat

Then back again like I was trying to find the missing piece

Because for some odd reason locked up at times I feel complete

They call it institutionalized but I think it’s more than that

Honestly most of us have no home when the system throws us back

Don’t know why I let those thoughts get to me been fighting this s*** all of 
my life

I guess I’m just givin’ some voice to these thoughts what’s one more restless 
night

“It is what it is” now that’s a statement to no longer adhere

Actually it’s all a confusing mess when I look at these last couple years

Thought I had love but turns out I lost it

Lost my freedom to trying to make a profit

Some turned to me as a leader at the time I was mentally numb and 
thought less

Tried to build an empire but took on too many projects

Never gave myself a chance to stop and breathe

Tried to do as much as I could and ended up doing even less than what 
they though of me

My castle was leaning couldn’t say I noticed it toppling

Those winds brought change and the weight of it all on top of me

The dust settled but it was still too toxic to breathe
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Now it’s funny those some people now want a couple more original 
thoughts from me

Yeah I guess it’s true lifes so fickle

So with that knowledge don’t now why I spent so much time trying to deci-
pher its riddles
It might of shown me some signs but somehow I was blocking its signal

Now I feel like a second child of three, you know stuck up in the middle

Got life and eath in my view but still not sure which to choose

And the world’s on my shoulders its weight too heavy to move

But if I’m wrong or take too long either way I lose

Might as well take a chance show em all I can manage everything they 
never though I could do

My past is a known fact but no a position I’m stuck in

Move forward with my plans no longer let it cause this disruption

Stop selling myself short like I’m twice over budget

Thank god I managed to change my outlook on this world before my time 
was through

Wouldn’t say I change it’s more like I grew

To this day I’m still the same my homies just got some different views

Went from being too proud to ever accept their help

Self destructive like I had it out for myself

Not like a bullet in the head more like my arm wrapped in a belt

Spent so much time on this chapter time to flip to a new page

Let go of all that weight elevate my life to a new stage

Man I said time to flip to a new page elevate my life find a light on a new 
stage
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O’brother, O’brother
 I Ride with no other
Cuz when all others cant Go
 We lead by Example
Even when odds are Extreme
 Two versus 16
If they think their crazy and Prompt
 We show how crazy their not
through any suicide mission
 Or minor crisis
theres not a thing I wont do
 that includes my friends
And for any new s*** that awaits
 We already been through the worst
forcing past trials to only create
 Kings of the future
So with the future unwritten
 Let us write the vow
O’brother    My brother
 Nothing,
Will keep us down

O’’ BROTHER

June
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The Lies.
I don’t hit people. You hit people. You
Call the police. You’re a coward.

The Truths.
I struggle. You struggle. We all struggle.
The struggle is real.

He said. I said.
I love you.
You’re a drunk. You did this. You did that.
You can’t change. You’ll never get better.
I am a person; therefore, I can’t be a drunk, 
a couch potato, a wallflower, a train wreck, 
man-eater, or accident.

They said. You can’t have this. You can’t have that.
Just tell me what I can have so the list will be shorter.

I said. I am getting better. I changed my thoughts
And behavior. 
I am a beautiful person. I am a good mom.
I will make a difference. I will succeed.

He said. They said. 
Nothing. 

LAST WORDS

Kimberly H.
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STARS

Ben W.
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Some say our ties reunite…
Some believe it’s true. 
but our bond is deeper, 
than they ever knew…
Eye contact connecting. 
So simple with you :).
Two similar souls
A bond no one can understand
A love that only grows. 
Nothing can ever be stronger
From childhood til now and forever longer. 

Your soul knows mine
Our bond will remain unbroken
Way past the end of time
You are by far the most beautiful
From the inside out.  
You are my safe place
The one I can count on without a doubt
You are forever my best friend
Daily calls/visits
Without explanation you were the one who can make
My heart mend. 
You were the one to pick me up when I’d fall
You’re more than a grandma to me
You’re my queen, my all 

The one who’s loved me unconditionally
For our souls are one.  Nothing no one no how
Can penetrate in between. 

COFFEE GRANDMA BOND

Rochelle B.
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Only you can know what I mean. 
Not anything can make our bond unlink

In loving memory 
Eulalia DeHerrera
“Coffee Grandma”
9/8/35-10/25/15 
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Pepe,
Why are you quick to look for imperfections?
Ignoring all of life’s most important lessons,
Wondering why you keep going through transgressions
You come so accustomed to false perceptions, too busy,
Always trying to be a winner of the last connection.
Turning to false love and hoping for affection,
Resulting in many let downs and deep depressions.
You start building up these walls, call it self-protection.
You let pride get in the way of your true confession.
You bottle it up inside and let it turn into aggression. 
Pretty soon, you’re lost, crying out for intervention,
 Not knowing where your life is going, you need direction.
All you know is self-medication,
To relieve the tension.
Dealin’ with these same problems since  an adolescent,
Without realizing it’s your own mind you’re wreckin’!

PEPE

Pepe R. 
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HOMAGE TO MY EYES

Veronica A. 

The day I dies you came and saw me.
You all said something to save me. 
You all did something to get me to come back.
With all the love you all gave me. I come home
With all the hope you got me to come back! 
With all the praying you all saved me, 
and with God and Tim walking me back to you all
They never let me go.
I know you love but why now are you letting me go. 
Is it cuz I do not need your hope, love, prayers
Well God said I need you every day so do not stop. Just keep on doing what 
you did before when I did die, I am your kid. Till the day I go all the way. 

These eyes see you
go by
These eyes can’t see 
All the time
But love to see
Your sexy ass
Your smiling red face
Your loving heart. 
The love you give
When you see me go by
knowing that I am falling
for you. And the look that
I am going to miss you
every day. 

DON’T STOP
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I see you going by, smiling at me all I feel is
You make me feel happy
You make me feel sexy
You make me feel loved. 

I do not know why
You can make me feel
so good?  Just by walking
By me

I never know why you make me
feel so happy,
Something says he is going to be
Coming back.  I am just going to tell
I get to see that good the happy smile

Why is it, God, that you said yes to this man? 
But I have to chill till
I get to say hello, To feel
that 1st kiss. To see how everything is
Going to work out

God can I just keep this good
Feeling and not have it leave
me? I would be so happy just
to have that forever. 

MY HAPPY SMILE

Veronica A. 
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David S.

UNTITLED
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I go day by day thinking who is there. Why can’t I see them or him/her.
When will that man/woman come to me and say hello V I am here. But I 
have had to look or ask. Cuz she/he was there every day that is how I can 
die 5 times and still keep on living today. Or can have everything taken 
from me and have the strength to keep on going, or knowing where the 
people that I love are okay, and are still there to love me. She is my Angel, 
my kid’s angel’s my everything and is looking out for everyone that I love, 
care for, and they do the same for me. Thank you God for giving me my 
Angel.  Amen.                     

MY ANGEL 

Veronica A. 
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I am your Best friend and Lover
I wonder about my love
I hear my kid’s cry
I see the angel’s
I want to see the happy again
I am your Best friend and Lover

I pretend I am a Tree
I feel my angel’s wings
I touch my God
I worry about you
I Cry For my Sins
I am your Best friend and Lover

I understand where you are going
I say Love me like I Love you.
I dream of my Love
I try to be God’s Kid
I hope to see you everyday
I am your best Friend and Lover

I AM

Veronica A. 
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Toxic 

TOXIC 

Version 1: 
This has 2 be the end 
I can feel my skin melting
Bubbling around me. 
What’s that noise?
Bumping against my leg
As I spill out of the toxic
waste barrel I see that I 
have mutated in2 something 
but then I get distracted
by my savior so handsome
Tall I look in2 his green
eyes I see a healthy looking
girl is this the new me can
it be 
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Proximity Lost

Most typically, within the confines of my mind is the easiest and most acces-
sible place of refuge and escapism available to me. Although it seems to be 
more and more progressively detrimental to depart to there for too long… 
increasingly permeable phantoms of disturbing thoughts, shrouded in pal-
lid cloaks of disguise imposturing themselves as withered wisps of wishes, 
congeal and crowd en masse amassing spectral borders to curb and fence 
my wonder lust of metal-mental exploration within vicious repetitious cy-
cles of self-abasement. Inundated and chilled bone-deep with every kind of 
possible punishment, pleasure, and prying of my conscious, I reach within 
further than ever, to discover it is no longer my own. Going deeper into the 
dim, darkly depths never yet imagined or conceived, it becomes revelation 
unto my primitive existence how rich and vast is this Great Unknown. 
Could it be that my waking mind has always unconsciously factually never 
been mine? After so much tenacious striving for what I believed to be lost, 
it seems clear now that such an understanding, dare I say intellect, was only 
borrowed  never bought. Who am I to assume such a stolid stance, to sup-
pose that one so human as myself am truly wielding my own hand?
Now, at least (if not at last), all these agonizing aches throughout the years 
all at once seem to be made so painlessly crystalline clear. “I am” is a core 
fabrication into which we are all so soundly and soullessly sold – “We are” is 
to commit absolute sacrifice, to die perpetually to oneself for others and to 
be bold – in Truth, in Liberty, in Life; this too is even a Great Lie.

WHERE I’’D GO TO HIDE FROM THE HORRORS 
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Over the populace, his ashen breath, stoic stare remains fixed high upon the 
mountain from which came; Some shudder and weep in His presence, oth-
ers refuse to tremble in honest fear – their hearts are hard, harder than even 
his unbreakable bones – so they turn their backs to His face. Only to invoke 
His ire.
Bent and bracing, suffering yet secure, His is the Body, strength through 
power  that will forever endure. Like molten metal He flows from mountain 
tops, cooled and calculated. His temperance will support the stop. 
Of surface tension encasing such a zygote of culture as this world we per-
ceive; its shell tented tightly together souly and sadly upon shoulders other-
wise obscure to oblivious would-be wise warriors; gangs of gamin garnering 
gametes, grinning ghoulishly, gripping garish goal garments as a garnish-
ment from gargantuan gargoyles, their grasps as gashes gleaming ganders 
guarding genuine gentleman from gainful growth, a gait once gallant and 
glowing goes gadding to gallows gallantly. Such is the gamblers gambit, 
gamboling game theory, gallimaufries galore, like gas lights guiding grooms 
gagged with gales of gangrenous gals. Not a one spared gallows not gang 
plank. Not a one of us ever escapes the ground.     

LED ZEPPELIN LUNATICS IS IN MY HEAD 

Proximity Lost

It’s been very much too long since I’ve put pen to page, though this seems 
most typical of one my age; could this lack of concrete catalyst commit-
ment not be, a subconscious apprehension from/to simply 
defacing me?
When so long the page has grown stale
I reluctantly return to avail
Myself of liberty; Then freedom prevails
Despite my hesitancy to darker the pale  

IT
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What some may perceive to be foolish exercise, still others may deem it to 
be called self-sacrifice.
Potential in precise opposition of predicament portends to such dalliance 
in conception.
Albeit intention, motivation, capitulation, or merely the foundation of such 
existential wanderings; pervading voyages, unsatiated sojourns, due dili-
gence toward distant destinations – excogitate all this extemporary exegesis 
of our existence, exigent. 

PONDERINGS OF PRAXIS

Proximity Lost
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I want you near
losing you is my biggest fear
You’re the reason I wake
and the reason I don’t break.
My angel in disguise,
your blue eyes don’t lie.
I got yours and you got mine.
Our love is out to the test.
I ain’t trippin baby
I got the best,
Together we can achieve our dreams
You and me baby
make the greatest team.

RIDE FOR YOU

Alix G.
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Benjamin W.

GOLD PAN OF LIFE

In this Pan I am
Washed back and forth
With Water Sand Clay and Rock
Muck and dirt washes away

Pure I sit with these large rocks
Boulders in this pan with me

Heated and immersed in fire
My Impurities now Burn away

A journey this has been 
Pushed out the years by a Quarte Vein
Carried by Frozen Glaciers and Rivers at play
Stepped on by Bears
Defecated on by salmon

Created by the master I sit
all shined up and pure

In the case I sit
Waiting to be picked so that I can get out
To be the treasure, the beauty
I was Created to be
Refined and Crafted for all to see
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Insanity. Borderline crazy.  Psychotic.  Does it really make a difference if it 
all brings you to the same conclusions?  Either fix their crazy or lock them 
away for good in a place they would rather die than be in.  What a wonderful 
solution, seems like that’s what we do in America.  We have problems, lock it 
away, people do dumb s***, lock them away, others think you’re crazy, they 
lock you away.  

CM

LOCKED AWAY
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STARS 2

Ben W.
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Every one of us has a soul of our own that nobody can stare at. What is the 
soul? It’s – you. The thing inside you. The thing that thinks and values and 
makes decisions. And the thing that feels. Have you ever thought about the 
style of a soul? I think that every human soul has a style of its own. You’ll see 
it reflected in every thought,  every act, every wish of that person. The one 
absolute, the one imperative in that living creature. Years of studying some-
one won’t show it to you. Their face will.  

SOULUTIONARY 

Mark L. 

For many a year
the ode has been building,
this saga of you and me.

A connection unbroken
across all the miles,
my heart growing fonder of thee.

And now it has blossomed-
our future uncertain,
yet you believing in me.

Our love it is stronger
by far than the love of,
those who are younger than we.

MY “‘“““T
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Pink…pink…pink…blue…blue
My babies
I missed so much as you grew
Sorry

LOVE, DAD

As I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,
I never expected it to be made of concrete and steel.

Faces of the hopeless,
Absence of joy,
Miscarriages of justice.

I, am not alone.
He, will go before me.
He, will never leave me.

The gate is small, the way is narrow
Where You lead me, I will follow…

A STROLL IN THE VALLEY

Mark L.
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THE MYSTERY WOMAN

When I answered the phone, the first words I heard were, “I found her.” 
Halfway across the room, I stopped – tears welling up in my eyes. The long 
dreamt about moment shook me to the core. Not much information was 
given, other than that she lived close by. “Write a letter, and bring it to me,” 
I was instructed. Over the next few weeks- dropping off and picking up let-
ters. Then in one, a phone number. Nervously, I dialed. “Peter, is it really 
you?” was the first words I heard from her. Many tears, many answers…

I pulled up in front of the nondescript apartment building and was halfway 
to the door when she walked around the corner of the building. The face. 
The eyes. The nose. No doubt, it was her. Laying my eyes on her for the first 
time in 41 years, all I could do was put my arms around her and say, “Hello, 
Mom…”

Gone- but never forgotten
Nancy Biersdorff  RIP

PJ 
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Heavenly Father up
above, please protect
the man I love.
Keep him safe, keep
him sound, no matter
when or where he’s
bound. Help him to 
know and help him
to see that I am the
lady he wants me
to be. Keep him now
and keep him forever,
and Please Dear God
Keep Brad and Karen
together!

A LOVERS PRAYER

Karen L.
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My wall has been up
since I was fifteen I 
had to haul it up, so I 
wouldn’t feel the beating
my son’s Dad gave me
from not feeling love
Hate, death, fear, or sadness.
Today I don’t have a wall.
A very special man tore 
it down and I can feel
what life is.
Thank you, Brad.

MY WALL

Karen L.
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I had a dream the other 
night that we were lost
in the woods and got
separated.
I could hear you calling
for me but, every tree
I looked begubd gad
a different person behind
it, all I could think was
nope not good enough.
My heart was set on you
and none of the others 
would do. Finally I found
you sitting in the
middle of a clearing.
When we touched our
bodies melted together 
and and all I could 
think was, now that’s 
perfect.

PERFECT LOVE

Karen L.
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You should know I’m hella sleepy
But the thought of losing you makes me hella weepy
Cause I’ll always want to be with you
Just know I’ll do anything for you
Cause I can’t live without that smile
All I know is that I’ll love you for quite awhile.

SLEEPY

Francisco G.
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I sit and ponder this word
I
In my Cell, I wonder why?
F***
It makes me want to cry!
All alone just me: me and I
I had big Dreams, To touch the sky!
Who is this Guy, This guy named I?
Then, Me,
Started a Family, But they no longer see
The Good in Me, They Don’t even anser my
Letters Can’t you see. They Don’t see any
goodness left in me.
I sit and ponder – why oh why
It’s because of this God-Damned guy named I.
He Drounded Me, with Booze, Pain, Drugs,
Excitement.
I lost me
My Dreams Became Nightmares, with no way out.
I hurt my Family, my Wife, my kids,
Strangers
heck
My Goodness
Gee Wiz
I Built that wall up! When I was 12
To keep Me safe, pain free, That’s all
man can’t you see, behind that wall.
Theres the real me!, Who I Don’t know at all
Scared, Lonely,
Sad,
needing to grow up and Face the world.
These problems, These hurts That This I has made,
I have killed I
and Found me.
It’s just too bad, That it seems
I killed me’s Life, but I found me
Theres Hope, F**** I

I, AN ODE TO I

Crazy Dave
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It started with a woman and a man
they took a journey
hand-in-hand
Started a family made plans
In the beginning, it was beautiful
 it was grand
As time went on there was a distance
 between
the husband grew neglectful
 and very mean
the wife grew sad
she would beg and plead
let’s go somewhere
let’s start clean

One day the husband agreed
It felt like a miracle
The wife’s heart was filled with glee
So the man and the woman moved
their family to a new land
with smiles on their faces
 hand-in-hand

It wasn’t long before the husband’s cycle began
the blame
the pain
the psychological games

Hungry alone and dying inside
the mother sat
the children cried
Can someone
 anyone
help us

Amanda D

VEIL
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I’m sorry ma’am
 was the only reply

So the mother worked endlessly
 feeling spent
The father coming and going freely
 on-and-on this went
Until one day the mother decided
she could no longer live a lie
Out of the father’s rage came
 two fractured ribs
 a busted lip
 and two black eyes
Higher authorities got involved
They told the mother lies
Took the children and called it justified
They gave the children to the woman
 abuser child-abandoning drug user
The choice made from foolish pride
The mother makes difficult decisions
 with hope for closure
The truth about her life having no exposure
With sadness in her heart and
 feeling a void inside
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My mind journeys
My soul feels
My voice sings
My heart loves
My hands heal

My physical being is captive
 but my spirit is free

FREE SPIRIT

Amanda D
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TANGLED HOOT

Dano E.
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Natty the Lion

Today I went on a field trip to the court house. I had gotten a disorderly con-
duct ticket for almost turning this dude into a vegetable, on College Avenue, 
with the old “lock in a sock”. 
“What’s this lock in a sock for?” asked the copper, see.
I said, “For locking my bike, yo.”
He said, “You mean, self-defense?”
“No way!” I said, knowing full well in my conniving lil’ mind that if I did say, 
yeah, I would’ve caught a concealed weapon charge for sure. 
“Grumble, grumble, grumble,” said the copper, see. “If you were in Califor-
nia, that would be a felony.” 
“Lucky I’m not in California,” said Natty the Smart-Ass.

Thirty Days, Yo! Ba-BOOM! Hope my F3 goes so well, huh?

UNTITLED 
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Stumblin to my camp in the moonlight
My lucky cats were in a half circle, around our cold fire place, in the dirt.
Waiting and meowing very softly for their supper
and very glad to see me
I lit the fire, the night air warmed around us
and the cats purred
as they watched the flames dance
I was cookin our dinner of fresh fish from the creek
When I noticed something shine in the firelight
It was a collar, with a Tag that read
This is “Scrunchy” if found, please return her to her home
it had been lying in the dirt for a while
So in a soft voice I said “Scrunchy”
and the small, very furry black and chocolate colored
cat Jumped into my lap and looked me in the eyes
and at That very moment, we both knew we were
 friends forever in life and in Spirit.
Scrunchy’s new friends, Sadie-May she’s gray with black
Tiger stripes very playful
Bunny, the gold and white bobtail with a 
golden mask, very trusting and loyal. and,
Scrunchy, very clever and very happy
She met Bunny and Sadie-may
We filled our bellys with fish and cod shine, and
we shadow danced with our spirits all night
in the moonlight
We awoke with the sun shininh
my cat’s eyes sparkling and filled with anticipation
as I packed for our trip the cats played and
climbed and ran, sneakin up on each other
without a care in the world
I realized that each of my cats had decided
That I could be their friend
and I very proud to be just That.

GREEN JELLO FOR BREAKFAST

Norman W.
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I said lets go girls
and our adventure together began
and an adventure it was. we Traveled at night
The cats loved it that way, They explored everything
as day break let the sun begin to warm us
Scrunchy got up on my chest to warm her paws
She pawed me on the chin a few times 
To make sure I was awake
I got up and lit a small fire
‘Scrunchy’ ran to the edge of of the woods and
back to us around the fire
as soon as my eyes met hers
She would jump and run back to the edge of the woods
So we packed up and left
Scrunchy leading the way, Just a little ways
down the highway Scrunchy turned down this
dusty ol dirt road, then Sadie-may and Bunny
Took off running after her to see what was goin on 
We found Scrunchy sittin on a big shady front porch
I knocked on the door and three young girls,
opened the door and delightfully at the same time
squeaked Scrunchy, and Scrunchy leaped
into the smallest girls arms, and the little girl
carried Scrunch into her home
There was a toasty warm fire goin in the 
fire place
I looked into Scrunchy’s eyes, her eyes were
Sparkling as bright as the midnight stars 
Scrunchy’s family invited me to rest
in front of the fire for the night
Sadie-may, Bunny-bun and Scrunchy
slept with me that night by the warm fire
and my cats woke me up to the morning
light, and my ears were filled with laughter 
from the kitchen
all of us feasted on left over roast beef 
and cool fresh milk
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The young ladies fixed me a giant roast beef 
sandwich with mayo and fat slices of fresh 
tomatoes, the girls grew in their garden
and a very tasty cool green Jello for breakfast
We finished and I rolled up my sleeping bag and
headed outside into the warm sunshine
I noticed Sadie-may and Bunny were not with me
I turned to look back, and saw all three of my girls 
with their new friends, I went back and 
scratched all of my cats on the chin
I couldn’t say goodbye, I smiled and
got back on the highway
and every night I make camp and light a fire
The spirits of my cats come back and 
dance with me in the moonlight, all of our eyes
Sparkling like the midnight stars
 In loving memory 
 of my free spirits
Spookers, Squeaker, Midnight, Shadow,
Sadie-may, Scrunchy, and Bunny-bun
Their spirits always dancing
in the moonlight, and my heart…   
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Spinning mind, maddening, focus?  Think not, as the hour glass drains, 
time bomb ticks,
perhaps slipknot?
Such a dangerous place when in this state of mind.
Emotionally driven, trapped, refuge from self I must find.
My silent scream for help is deafening,
LET ME OUT OF THIS PLACE!!
No reasoning here, it’s your own demons you must face.
My hand trembles as I sit here and write,
Here all alone, the VOICES! Damn, this can’t be right.
Emotionally driven, trapped, refuge from self I must find,
Such a dangerous place when in this state of mind.
Signed: Confused and weak minded.
To YOU! SELF! PAST! How long will I be binded?
Your VILE, your LIES,
…oh Lord, how long will I be blinded?
The voices of my own condemn, confused, I think not.
Talk of time bombs, hour glasses, remember you made that slipknot!
Weak minded were you never, a pillar you were,
Like I’ve gotten stupid, how is it my own beliefs be such a blur?
OH GABRIEL, an ANGEL, FALLEN, YET AGAIN…
OPEN YOUR EYES! NO MATTER WHERE YOU ARE! REMEMBER:
IT’S OUR LIFE YOU MUST MEND.
Focus on LOVE! SELF! All things TRUE!
The free fall stops, Gabriel, your life! Always has it been up to you.
Addicted to the rush of free fall?
How else can one explain?
Always have you ran from LOVE,
to chase addiction and endless pain!
Such pain, sadness, like the song that never ends, 
success, to be fruitful, tell me where a life like that begins?
Such sweet hopes and dreams, the promises,
boundless like a summer blue sky…
Selfishness, broken promises, drowning in your lies
piled like s***, neck high.

Gabriel_Fallen

GABRIEL
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To YOU! SELF! PAST!
NO LONGER WILL I BE BINDED!
Hello, my name is Gabriel,
NO LONGER signed, confused, and weak minded.
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My soul can feel what my eyes can’t see,
Let me tell you my weaknesses so you can use them against me.
Tattooed butterfly, isn’t she beautiful?
Tell me I’m crazy, I’m high and delusional.
My heart and mind are in a Civil War,
A bandaged heart, again, longing to be tore.
Firing squad for the mind full of memories that knew what lied in wait…
Run to reason, away from the butterfly with your heart on her plate.
My soul can feel what my eyes can’t see,
My eyes watch in horror, urging the body to flee.
Enchanted, in awe, isn’t she beautiful,
My mouth begging my voice to yell delusional!
The man in the mirror I no longer know,
The voices won’t stop whispering, you reap what you sow.
Tell me why I run from reason?
….you are the same as the rest.
Tied to the whipping post for such treason,
Time and time again, same knife in my chest.
Tell me how to get out of this world that I’ve created?
I’m no longer welcome here, and noticeably hated.
How the hell do you get kicked out of your own head?
My heart and mind are in a Civil War.
The man in the mirror wants me dead.
My own soul is trying to leave me, screaming to death ‘mayhem’, sever! 
I’m tired of telling stories of good times that were never.
Why do I chase dragons and poisonous butterflies?
Why can’t I end my world, suicide to old ties.
No longer do I want to dream of better days,
Suicide to old ties, no longer do I believe crime pays.
She’s tattooed, and is she really beautiful,
Or am I to high and really just delusional?
Death to ‘Mayhem’, suicide to old ties,
Slaying dragons and killing all butterflies.

BUTTERFLY

Gabriel_Fallen
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Joshua D. 

UNTITLED
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I so miss the times we shared together.
 Though it was short and sweet, your presence in my life definitely 
left a trail of footprints…taking you straight to that special place where I 
hold you in my heart. 

 I often catch myself day dreaming, shutting my eyes really tight…
hoping to catch a glimpse of that pretty face of yours, and that heart stop-
ping smile.
 That smile, if turned upside down, I think the earth and all its 
mountains would crumble and fall into the sea…
 For that face is far too beautiful to greet a frown.

 Well before my heart skips another beat, getting lost in thoughts 
of you, You if you can read this…are probably wondering who, who is this 
crazy guy that writes about such a time?!

 Well I’m the guy that some say wears his heart on his sleeve, a man 
of few words it seems, a man who lives life in regret…for he let you slip 
right through his fingertips.
 But now I’m writing this poem to tell you that I love you and I’m 
sorry I left you in the mountains.
 If it wasn’t for that sack of “black” I would’ve been back…

 Just in time to catch a smile and steal a kiss form your sweet lips…

KRISTEN NAILS SMILE

ACS 1488
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My name is ACS1488,  “AKA” the Hitman. I’m a 30year old drug addict 
from Loveland Colorado, that’s the land of the lost, heartaches and crushed 
dreams, “AKA” Hate Town. That’s what me and what few I can call friends re-
fer to it as. This place I was born and raised where people got on their knees 
and prayed for me at an early age. Some say I never stood a chance being 
raised on a rocky-road, headed straight to nowhere. Influenced by drugs, al-
cohol, and violence with no direction in life and the deck stacked against me. 
Pain, Pain, Pain. I stood fast to the emotion being raised up by the slogans, 
“son you better cowboy the f*** up” and don’t you show no emotion. Cuz 
life is pain and through pain you will find life. I am a fighter with big dreams 
and wrecking balls for fists. I have even heard some people say from drug 
addiction to prison damn now look that boy is on his way. Knocking out my 
first three opponents in under two minutes of the first. I had the world at my 
fingertips but somewhere I slipped. And that parole board found this a miss, 
“Mr. S  you can’t be fighting” this is the Colorado board of parole and we are 
not promoting violence…. and then I was sick, sick of all the bull-s***, sick 
of a time where I tried so hard and only got so far. 
I remember the greatest day of my life, me winning my second “MMA” fight 
in my home-town for all my people to see. I said to the crowd that noth-
ing was ever going to beat me, or hold me back I’m on my way “SKY’s The 
Limit” I said that only to find myself hitching a ride on a falling star that 
later turned into a big ass bag of shards. And as that star came falling from 
the sky Pain, Pain, Pain again came calling my name and this time it brought 
death and the dope game. So I said to life f*** it ante-up, I’m all in and that’s 
when the self talk kicked in but Aaron this game you cannot win you just 
lost your dad to this life in sin. Again I say f*** it with the devil taking me in, 
Son come with me he says I will be your friend. So I then followed him all 
the way to the dark side of the moon where I can swear I met Johnny Cash 
in the bottom of a silver spoon. I then awoke to a familiar crash and then 
a bright light and white walls. No Stupid I thought to myself you are not in 
heaven. And that’s when reality hit. And nor the man and the moon or the 
silver spoon anywhere to be found. Ya they got smart and jumped ship. Yet 
here I sit in this place surrounded by bricks on this eight second ride they 
call life. I now take my days one at a time, count my blessings and put all my 
faith into God, cause through him you are able to go so far. So I guess it’s 

PAIN IN THE HITMAN

ACS 1488
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back to the penitentiary I go. Do I live in regret, of course, did I learn my les-
son this time I sure hope so for I am getting too old for this s***. I really hope 
somewhere I am thought of and maybe even missed Because out of sight is 
out of mind, damn ain’t that a b****….
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Look around & take it in
The hate the anger the lies & sin.
The forceful speech of misguided
youth, raised by boobtube,
rap & abuse.
We’re all divided yet united
as one
My famousness comes from
Truthfulness, Son.

Josh R.

FAMOUS

Comfortably I am a perfect imperfection
treading softly on my dreams
 Loving the perfections I see in others
or even simply poem of fall through spring
 Delving deeply past my broken thoughts
This waltzing pain ensues
 As I begin a new chapter
to this endless book
 and simply pass the mic to you

PASS THE MIC
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The Broken wheel Foundation is famous for being foot loose

The Big is famous to the Mac

Love is famous for the Loss

FAMOUS

Que

I can’t help but wonder what happened to those things that used to mean 
something like your word, or a handshake. That was all you needed. I’m glad 
that there are some of those types of people still in my little circle. What ever 
happened to some of those school values, what ever happened to respect 
or to manners? Let your yes be yes and your no be no. Have you noticed 
they took religion out of almost everything? I’m blessed in a way and even 
though I’m sitting here in orange. I still can hold my head high, I still fight 
the good fight, and my kids make me proud. There was a guest speaker at my 
kids’ school and out of all the students my son was the only one that stood 
up and offered his seat to the lady and my youngest told me he wants to be 
a preacher. Whether you believe in God or not that’s still heart medicine. 
Chivalry is not dead, your word still counts for something. Ripping off your 
friends is not a come up and telling on someone is not cool. Never forget that 
golden rule. But most important is to love and share joy. Jesus first, others 
second, and yourself third. Love God with all you have. If we went after God 
with as much energy and effort as we do chasing that high, the world would 
be a much better place.  

Peace,
Que   

I CAN
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Love God with all your heart, with all your Soul, with all your mind, and 
with all your strength. To love with all we have – absolutely everything? 
What would be left – would I still have something for my neighbor? Would 
I have something left for you? For myself? The choice or freedom of choice 
is letting go and waking up Giving over to this Love thing makes me feel 
more alive than keeping it to myself. So spread the Love, It isn’t about what 
we lose. It just feels good.          

Peace, 
Que 

LOVE GOD WITH ALL YOUR HEART

Que
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UNTITLED

Bigg Mike
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The fire, my motivation makes me move.
The anvil, my past, proves malleable. 
The hammer, my future; defines my edges.
The water & oil, my temper proves I will bend and not break.
The grindstones of my life, pain,
Adversity, and dissapointments, 
Sharpen my edges.
My creator is the only one with the strength to weld me.

Sean R.

FORGED IN FIRE

When you want your words to be valued like fine art,
When you want to be thought of as smart,

Then speak to others from your heart.
When you speak to yourself with your mind,

Make sure that you are kind.
Because one bad thought lends to the destruction of anything fine.

ART OF TACT

ART OF WAR

If you spend your life reacting, you have lost the most important and first
battle that must be fought and won,
the battle was lost between your ears.
Win that battle, 
Then you can be successful at anything!
Continue to lose that fight and you will always be enslaved to your reac-
tions. 
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I have been asked to write about a topic that has no right or wrong answer. 
This is the hardest topic I have ever written about. Little did my dad know, 
but there is an instruction manual for raising kids. It has definitive answers, 
covering every topic from business, family, enemies, death, and the uni-
verse. The principles of good orderly direction in this instruction manual 
are timeless.
    One of my favorite topics covered by this instruction manual is business. 
It taught me to teach others to do what I have done, to leverage myself, so 
I have time freedom. Yes, bread my own competition. It goes against tradi-
tional corporate methods. Traditional methods would suggest keeping the 
ones at the bottom of the pyramid uneducated, keeping them depending on 
you for their next meal. The ones at the top of the pyramid wouldn’t want 
to teach others how he built that pyramid; a pyramid is the most sound 
structure kwon to man. It’s on our dollar for a reason; just ask your found-
ing fathers or a mason. Its power is gathered from a large area and can be 
focused to one point. It also suggests teaching a man to fish so he can feed 
himself and then teach others the same principle in essence, turning one fish 
into thousands, diversifying efforts. I would rather have 1% of 100 people’s 
efforts than 100% of one person’s efforts.
    Another topic this instruction manual covers is dealing with stubborn 
loved ones, using tact; The art of making a point, not an enemy. Do I tell my 
daughters mom she is mean, hateful, unforgiving, and a bad influence or 
push her away to the point she is stubborn, prideful, and unwilling to change 
or do I say nothing and watch her destroy my daughters life with those seeds 
of destruction? Tough question. Good thing the instruction manual defi-
nitely says an eye for an eye, leaves everyone blind. Another time I was deal-
ing with a loved one my daughter asked who do you love more, me or mom 
suggesting I have to love one more than the other? I didn’t like being painted 
into a corner by a child. It’s understandable because her mind couldn’t see 
past the box she painted me into. “I love you both as much as I can” I an-
swered. I have a lot of love to teach her. I could see my work is cut out for me!
    Another topic this instruction manual covers is death. I think to myself, 
Jesus, Holocaust, Civil War, and even a newborn. These deaths have never 
been in vain. These bad situations have been made good by bringing a fruit 

Sean R.

DEFINITIVE RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWER?
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from the dead of winter. These growing pins have forever changed billions 
of lives. Retrospect enables even a blind man to learn from mistakes. With-
out mistakes or failures, we wont’ have success of positive change. Death is 
necessary for generations to grow. What kind of country would we be if we 
didn’t have our growing paints? Would we have listened to another country 
tell us we can’t have our Civil War? I was built with 25 billion white blood 
cells that were made to die for me. Even in nature, the fastest gazelle knows 
it must run faster than the fastest cheetah or it will be eaten; vice versa. The 
fastest cheetah knows it must run faster than the slowest gazelle or it won’t 
eat. The principles in this instruction manual drive out fear and embrace 
freedom.
    Another topic this instruction manual covers is the universe and its mys-
teries. IT addresses the question about our universe being made from an 
explosion. That’s kind of like taking a handful of rocks and throwing them. 
They would move further and further from each other. The further they 
went, like a shotgun. Blast the rocks or BB’s wouldn’t say in a tiny cluster 
like our universe. It’s very intentional we live on the 3rd planet from the sun 
and it sustains some very fragile lives. Let’s take the ostrich for example. It’s 
no accident it has survived over thousands of years. Have you seen one try 
to fly with its tiny wings or protect itself by putting its head under the sand 
and leaving its butt in the air? It’s not accidental this animal survived over 
the years. It’s no accident I have the ability to problem solve, reason, feel 
emotions, and heal myself. Could you have created such fragile lives in this 
fragile universe? Could these beautiful things be controlled? Could you have 
willed yourself into existence?
    In conclusion, there are definitive answers in this instruction manual. 
Even though some have rewrote some of the stories in this book, the prin-
ciples have stood the test of time. I’m thankful to have had all my questions 
answered that I thought there was no definitive answers to. I feel obligated 
to share this information so the next time someone gives you the excuse you 
didn’t come with a instruction manual, share with them the title and author 
of this manual. Get one next time at the bookstore. “Basic instructions be-
fore leaving earth” is the title. The author is “Good orderly direction” or it 
might be under its acronym title b.i.b.l.e. - Author G.O.D. 
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I’m writing a letter to thank you! Not that you don’t already know my heart; 
but this letter is for others to try to understand our relationship and the 
gratitude I have for you! I’m writing this thank you letter for the hopelessly 
sick, broken hearted, and fearful ones, not the ones who are better than oth-
ers and wouldn’t understand where this cup came from.
    First, thank you for the parents and life you chose for me! Thank you for a 
mother who constantly reminded me “everything in your life happens for a 
reason, you are all knowing and all controlling”. Thank you for a father who 
wouldn’t allow me to make excuses for failing and being consumed with fail-
ing. Thank you for the love they gave me inspired by you!
    Second, thank you for all the prayers when I prayed for strength; you 
broke me, when I prayed for happiness, you took my company, land, and 
money when I prayed for patience; you gave me difficult people. I prayed 
for faith, you poured on more obstacles that I felt I could bear. I prayed for 
confidence, you left me lonely and afraid. I’m sorry I interpreted the loss of 
all these negative things and relationships as being left alone. I see now that 
you were always there answering my prayers. Thank you for keeping all your 
promises, new heart, new spirit, and new life.
    Last but not least, but most important, thank you for all the pain. Thank 
you for engraving your name on my heart. Thank you for all the broken-
ness, fear, failures, insecurities, and hopelessness you let me embrace and 
grow from. I thank you for the opportunity to commune with your son and 
understand a little of the pain he endured for me. Thank you for this gift I 
interpret as pain. This pain has freed me from these bonds that could cause 
it! Pour on the pain.
    In conclusion, I will laugh at my troubles except my life, as it is, a proving 
ground. Thank you for allowing your son to be the example I should follow! 
I will follow these bloody footprints as my way of thanking you for your 
prefect love! I understanding there is no space in your mansion for pain, 
insecurities, and negative ways; they couldn’t bear to face you and look you 
in the eyes. Thank you for your grace and allowing me to look into your eyes.

- Your protégé.

THANK YOU

Sean R. 
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Staring at my future I feel the wind against my back. 
Not a cold wind, more of a morbid breeze. Still though the 
chill is no less, nor is the fright of repetition. Yet I 
continue starry in hopes that the old adage that
history repeats itself is just that and not a truth.
What was that? Damnit I think I saw something
coming over the horizon. Let’s hope it wasn’t
one of those pesky events that are always getting 
in the way of progress. Yep just as I thought,
it was a rerun which means I’ll just have to
put up with this program for another episode
or two. 

Trixter

SAME BAT CHANNEL

As she sipped her tea son gracefully, I wondered
why not me? A tear slid slowly, softly, quietly
down my cheek in a way that invited others
to follow. How lucky was I to have shared 
in this moment with her and how unlucky 
was I to be the one who she would 
never even see as she looked right through 
me on her way out the door. Footprints 
on my soul like stains on a fierce fabric
eventually fade away but the memory
of them always remain bittersweet.  

CLEAR
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PEACE

Ken W.
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“Strange Love”
But our love was much stronger than the love that we
shared for either of them,
so we hurried and scurried and moved what we
could before the coming hour of crème.

Sitting here now I can almost recall the
simple delight in your eyes,
as prisoner you lost and Jailer became
twisting the knife in goodbyes.

Sweetheart my love won’t you please dance
with me and throw your worries away
For now that our other halves are 
gone we now own the night not the day

Set sail on the sea where it’s just you 
and me these things are all in our reach.

STRANGE LOVE

Trixter
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So as I sit this saddle seat and wait for fate’s cold breath,
I picture where my last goodbye was said in case of death.
Was I near you or was I lost did destiny play part?
Did I perchance wish you goodnight or slowly tear out your heart?
Not that these my dearest sweet matter now nor then
but as I move towards my next I’d like to know just when

When I laid your hair out west of if your arms lay east,
maybe you’re the one who’s feet I left at the church
for that priest.

Maybe this is Just the place where I need to take a 
breath,
and once again picture where my last goodbye my  last goodbye
was before I grant your death.

MEMORIES

Trixter
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As I walk down the deserted path I listen for anyone that may be following 
behind me or may have guessed my plan and be waiting in the shadows 
ahead. Suddenly I can feel a presence almost as if a cluster of hands is forc-
ing its way into my personal space and trying to pry the small metal box 
from my hands. I let a small gasp escape as I struggle against this entity that 
seems to think it has a claim on my newly acquired property. “NO!” comes 
out louder than I would like and then the forest around me goes deathly 
still once again and I can feel no presence nor hindrance in my escape. Was 
it my mind just playing tricks on me? Was it my guilt already pulling at my 
conscience? I don’t have the time nor do I have the frame of mind to ponder 
these things right now! As I move on towards my end game I wonder just 
how I will dispose of such an object worth such a healthy sum to everyone 
but the person who possesses it and the one whom it was just possessed by. 
My only conclusion is that if burial is good enough for a body, then why not 
for ones heart? 

THE GREATEST TREASURE

Trixter
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Trapped between this place that holds me tight, and one that lets me go. 
Crushed inside these waves of trust, that cry as your lies grow.

Invitation lost beyond the point of no return but caught up in the midst
Learning what to keep and to let go, realizing just what I’ve missed.

Eyes that promised things my love just needed to hear, while my heart
was blinded by the acid from your tongue
Bliss for sale bought and sold. Here please take my pound of flesh
before my final heartbeat is sorry.

Pleasure interrupting my pain unbridled and unchained seeming without 
end.
Wills of stone, contempt released into deceit, Will I break before I bend?
Silk and satin chased within this nightmare escape I tread but
cannot step into its script
Lust and hate mixed with grace softly steal my sight, into 
your illusion I’ve slipped.

Crash and burn without a map to burn upon my flesh
waiting for these toxic voices to finally mesh.

So here I sit trapped between this place that holds me tight,
and one that lets me know,
Crushed inside these waves of faith, that die as your lies grow.

I Miss You!
Do U Miss You?

WHERE U AT?

Trixter
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I lay here toyed with these thoughts like a wave within a length, not sure of 
where it ends. Softly sweet comes your caress as if you know just what the 
combination is but unsure of what lay inside. Please don’t relax for I may 
not be able to contain this fake element in which you choose to bathe the 
night in but refuse to take responsibility for. Cause and effect make for a 
lapse in your affect if you’re not ready for the coalition once the inside meets 
the outside. Remember just what killed the cat! It was not curiosity it was 
the satisfaction of that curiosity. Love is the twin of Justice from the front 
“BLIND”! I prefer my love and Justice from another direction. Reception is 
purely perception when you’ve already committed to the mistake of believ-
ing you’re unique when it comes to being original! Originality is reserved for 
the ordering menu at KFC not a state of ideality. Whom do you presume to 
be that we as a whole must recognize your path as new, exciting or even ac-
ceptable? You fail to realize that this is NOT a democracy any longer and the 
majority does not by any stretch rule anymore! What rules are the abacus’s 
in positions to out add what and where we as a whole prefer and where we 
prefer to enjoy those preferences and they meet us there in our multitudes. 
What joy we find in these green grass on the other side of the fence mo-
ments! Did you recently receive my postcard? Wish you were here (Hidden 
Meaning) Glad you’re not here! Not out of spite but out of graciousness be-
cause it really sucks on the other side of the fence! Again I refer to my arch 
enemy assembly line Justice who turns out even the brightest diamond into 
just another cash cow in a warehouse herd. MOOOOOOOO

ABCESSE

Trixter
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Coursing through my body like a virus made of grace,
crashing into places wrapped in satin ribbon of lace.

Facets to the faces that we both refuse to see,
stories with the endings that we both refuse to flee.

Pleasing one another while we torture you and I,
hurting on the inside, both laughing while we cry.

Shame is just a mood that comes and goes at will,
depending on the drug of choice and the way it
makes us feel.

Choo, choo, says my brain muscles more again, 
more again,
Traia making tracks in my skin, little engine 
says “I think I can I think I can!” 

Rollercoaster full of sick but I just can’t 
get enough,
Push the plunger in and raise my arms
never rough enough.

Tears in a spoon taste so damn sweet
when they’re all you’ve got
Water to a deserted vein misery seems to
be my only lot.

So here I sit unhappily ever after once upon
another time
If I say I don’t want to feel that rush again
I’d be lying. Is that a crime?

FRIENDLY FOE

Trixter
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Black and White seems so simple to most just
walk the other way,
But I just can’t seem to resist that enticing
world that exists there in the grey.  
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I am just a man,
I am not your puppet,
I am forever untamed,
I am someone that has seen someone’s head cut off with a chainsaw,
I am the black sheep of my family,
I am a Hells Angel,
I am going back to prison,
I am waiting on January 2016, 25th to be exact,
I am a bean, undercooked, nasty ass potato, soy patty eating fool.
I am not what you’d expect,
I am malleable, 
I am transcendental,
I am a shard of a glass bauble, shattered at the world’s creation, seeking my 
fulfillment through the other.
I am a protector,
I am missing time with my new grandbaby,
I am trying everyday to change my old ways and thought processes and do 
good but at times I fail,
I am here today, thankful, for failure is not a part of this plan,
I am who I am,
I am what I chose to be today,
I am myself and nobody can change that.
We are SpeakOut Fall 2015!

WE ARE SPEAKOUT!

Men’s LCDC Group Collaboration (WC, NA/NB, NF, NS)
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3,2,1 pop goes the door—
The reason for its opening, I just don’t know anymore. 
The months seem like weeks and the weeks only days, 
My life floating by it’s turned into such a haze.
Am I out first?  Am I out last?
To think this all started for just one little blast. 

What seemed like such a good idea at the time, 
Is now a horror scene that replays inside my mind. 
Sitting here I watch them come and go, and back again
Was my crime so horrible, and such a horrid sin?
Playing spades, listening to the tales of their lives,
Back to my cold cell
Wondering at what point started my demise. 

How did a young girl with a background such as mine, 
A perfect patsy, turned wanna be gangster,
A delusion ruining many lives. 
Going through the motions of my routine
I walk up to my sink
Turn on the water, brush my teeth, wash my face
I look up unable to blink. 

I look at this stranger looking back at me looking back so lost
When did I forget the dreams we use to dream. 
I still stand here looking as the tears run down my face
A little girl still crying for her daddy
Looking for something to fill that empty space. 

Pacing this cell running from myself again, 
I wonder the time. 
My door opens to another distraction
And I hear the familiar line. 
I watch her cry as she talks about her crimes

OPEN SENTENCE 

Taylor F.
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But I don’t hear or feel anything
I’m still lost in the memory of mine. 

3 and 2 possibles or is it 2 and a maybe 3
I can’t keep focused on this game, 
It’s my turn and everyone is looking at me like I’ve gone insane.
My mind is still stuck on the words as the judge read my guilty plea;

CRIMINAL ATTEMPT TO COMMIT AGGREVATED ROBBERY, a class 
4 felony. 
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I am caring and kind.

I wonder about Heaven and Hell

I hear the sweet sound of our Lord talking to me answering my 
prayers-

I see a new world on Earth 
like Jesus said it will be.

I want to be a good Christian, a loving-
servant of God

I am a woman blessed

I pretend this world holds no 
evil. only love and kindness

I feel the 2nd coming is
near

I touch hearts through his love

I worry about not everyone
is ready to see his face

I cry for those who aren’t
he is the almighty

I understand the difference
between love and hate

he says if you have the Faith
of a mustard seed you can
move a mountain.

I dream good things will come

I hope you too will one day
know him as I do.
He is caring and kind.

UNTITLED

Betty S. 
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Betty S.

JESUS WITH CHILDREN
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Souls crushed, angel in my eyes, it must be rushed. No needle or pipe can 
bare this.... Live to ride some easy rider s***. My life was in the dumps, God 
sent his angel’s to bring this saint up. That’s how I knew when the love was 
from the man above. He’s my savior - my everything. I praise his name but 
never am perfect cuz I curse in vain from all the pain. But I am alive and here 
to stay. I can either Speak it out or my old habits and tweak it out! If I hold 
the feelings in, Ill end up poutin’ it all out. New convictions, pots and pans, 
f*** this inmate worker, stuck in the kitchen. Sick of it and the dope and 
sick of being locked in a cell and always pissed.  No pain, no gain. Mistakes 
made God’s name in vain. Recovery blessed to be thee. I’m a father’s child, 
so please bless me. 

BLESSED

Big Hungry
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Saying goodbye to the monkey on my back. It turned out to be a bad road 
when He introduced me to his friends Mr. Beam and Mr. Jack.  At first they 
made me believe they were my only friends until the flashing lights pulled 
me over, and I was introduced to the man driving a white and black.  Now 
they’re all gone so I sit and I wait.  For 147 days so I can go home.  Boy, what 
a mistake.  

UNTITLED

I am caring and kind
I wonder about the mother my daughter will be
I hear the love in Robert’s coos
I see green eyes
I want to be grandma
I am a grandma
I pretend I’m a ladybug
I feel strong
I touch hearts
I worry about not being there
I cry for joyful things
I am caring and kind
I understand how growing up can be
I say you’re a great mother
I dream you have everything
I try always being there
I hope you happiness
I am caring and kind.

UNTITLED

Betty S. 
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“Free falling” Free flying, Inspiring and Trying
to conspire, rehire with desire I got a 
flat tire and started to perspire but
without a hitch I would dismiss my
Bliss-ful-moment with one component
where I would own it or float it or
drive it to the end I will spend
one more hour trying to devour words and
phrases in amazement on pavement or
concrete we roll thru the toll-bridge
then stop!

-FLO-RIDA-

12 Yr. Scotch
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Only time I’ve been called a “Pro” is when I’m being called, a procrastina-
tor, a provoker, a problem, and once called promiscuous by my ex cheating 
girlfriend “a w****”. I most certainly been profiled because I come from the 
Projects, “word up”. And I’ve also been on probation “sad to say more than 
once”, but above it all I attempt to be progressive.  Since 15 I’ve been my own 
provider, In a variety of things I’m very proficient  And anyone who knows 
me can tell you I’m most definitely A protector. With men I follow through 
when I give them my word.  And with women I always do my upmost best 
to keep my promises.
 So I’m not much of a “Pro”. I’m just an individual working to earn my 
proportion in life. But this is probably the most I can say right now. So I’ll 
depart by saying, always be productive and “the R is silent” stay Prositive. 

PRO

June
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We’re all tired
Tired from too much & tired from lack
So many hands lay upon
the only two that you have.
Two hands push you to depart
Eight hands pull you to stay
4 jobs: to love and to support
the other two jobs we hate.
Happy Father’s Day Mamma
Wanna go with Grandpa & Uncle to go catch some fish?
No, she says.
All Mamma wants to do is hold us
until she has to take care of business.

June

HARDWORKER
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White walls, blue doors
Grey desk, silver floors
Doors open, doors close
Fort four cells, two rows
Two TV’s, headphones to listen
Only time to think
About the life we’re missing 
If we could just go back
And change that decision
We’d have our freedom back
We wouldn't be in prison
Thinking of mistakes, haunted by regret
Pain comes and goes, horror makes us sweat
Moods change by the second, dreams come as wet
Committed mistakes and broke the law
We’re just paying a little debt
Lessons come and lessons go
Memory’s rain and tears flow
Some want a better life
To some this is all they know
I came in empty, feeling all alone
I put my faith in god, now warmth fills my soul
Some learn from their mistakes
Some learn to be better crooks
Some fill their heart with hate
Some clog their mind with books
We make our own choices, choose our own path
My family keeps me guided, my family needs me back

MIND WANDERS IN JAIL

Stallion
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Life is full of wonder, and great surprise
We all have dreams, and Reach for the sky
Some are born Rich, Others are not as blessed
Some beg for clothing, some are over dressed
Some have great mothers, some have great fathers
Some are left wondering what to eat Tomorrow
Some were born, but never given a Chance
Some are judged quickly, Without a second glance
Life is unfair, but some are quick to judge
Some Only want a family, full of unconditional love
Life can change with a split second decision
Some go off to college, some go off to prison
Society looks down, but I assure you, we’re no different
Some are sheltered, and completely spoiled rotten
Some are unloved, lost and forgotten
before you judge, over ones charges
sit back and think, whose battle was the hardest?  

CHILDREN

Stallion
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I have lost something very important 
And it must be found 
Maybe it was dropped on the ground
Nah I would have seen it 
Cause I am always looking down
So I go searching at this guy’s house
Thinking maybe I dropped it under the bed
But we ended up doing other things instead 
My heart is broke and full of holes
 So I made a lost and found sign
 To stick on some poles
It reads: 
  Reward if found
              My soul is lost
               I don’t care the cost 
               These things I Lack 
                I need them back

I receive a call 
The guy says listen to me 
The soul you lost
Is not what you need
Stop looking at the ground 
It won’t be found looking down
Raise your head silly girl
This is not something you can buy
You’ve been living a lie
And you have been too high
The soul you thought you lost
Was always near you
Found your self 
And you’re right here

LOST AND FOUND

Kim V.
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I love this girl, what can I say.
It’s been 5 years, since she passed away.
Now this girl haunts my dreams,
I wake to the sound of my own screams.
Everyday I live with this guilt,
Knowing I destroyed what we had built.
I tried to move on and bury my pain,
Since she’s been gone, I’ve never been the same.
I want this to end, this pain inside,
Unlike her, I’m afraid of suicide.
I long for death to set me free,
From broken heart & misery,
To be in the presence of her company,
Is where I truly ought to be.
I try and make it through another day,
But I’ll forever be a slave of pain.
That was my darkest day,
I also died that day.
There is nothing else I can do,
Except share my pain with all of you.

McComb

UNTITLED
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Tears from my eyes, blood from my breast.
Want to give it all, until I’ve got nothing left.
Things begin again, time spent and body aches,
Just below the surface, intense ferocious quakes.
Time slows as everything breaks.
Refugee now, got to weather the storm….
Not sure if I can, not sure if I got anymore.
The dark sets in as the wheels start to spin,
Now look for a place for it all to fit in.
Build it up, knock it down,
Let the streets run red.
After the sun goes down.
I guess I’ll see you there…. In the end.
In the end when it all begins again.

Uncomfortable, irresponsible and somehow overly critical.
Traveling the road to my downfall.
Now my back is against the wall.
I truly thought I could have it all.
Am not wise enough to realize this stuff.
But now I realize I’ve had enough.
Tired of betting blind, fight the urge to run and hide.

Illogical, maniacle and somewhere shy of agreeable.
Traveling the road to my downfall.
Out in the cold air, in a place called nowhere.
There are no stars yet I stop & stare.
Confess my soul, no one around to hear.
Takes all my strength not to shed a tear.
Failure as it falls; it feels like salty liquid fear.

Uncomfortable, irresponsible and somehow overly critical.
Traveling the road to my downfall.

Kenneth B.

UNTITLED
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Now my back is against the wall.
I truly thought I could have it all.
I am not wise enough to realize this stuff.
But now I realize I’ve had enough.
Tired of betting blond, fight the urge to run and hide.

Illogical, maniacal, and somewhere shy of agreeable.
Traveling the road to my downfall.
Out in the cold air, in a place called nowhere.
There are no stars yet I stop & stare.
Confess my soul, no one around to hear.
Takes all my strength not to shed a tear.
Failure as it falls, it feels like salty liquid fear.
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Failures, so many failures.
Much to easy to remember.
Memories float to the top. 
These failures have got to stop…..
Sometime. 

It’s criminal for these failures 
to repeat time after time.
Each attempt leaves a bad taste,
Another catastrophe, another waste.
Maybe,
This once it will all work out.
Rest assured that there are doubts.
Take a deep breath because there’s no way out.

Failures so many failures.
Don’t want to remember,
Take my brain and ease the pain,
Let it all wash away.

Failures so many failures. 
So many scars, cannot hide,
Am so full yet so empty inside.
To complex is the past tense,
So much so that forth can’t hence.

Tragedy certain in misery.
All this truth, I cannot be.
Simple things such a mystery.
Plainly in sight but cannot see.

Failures, no more failures.
One more shot, one last thing.
The last bell should ring.
Echoes now, remnants forever more.
Failures are all that’s left in store.
So many failures. 

UNTITLED

Kenneth B.
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I am a fragment
I am a fragment of a whole
I am a fragment of a whole  nasty and inseparable
Yet I am a fragment of it
I am a shard of a glass bauble,
Shattered at the world’s creation
I am seeking my fulfillment through the other
I am the one who seeks the other
I am one of the many who seek one another
I am like no other
I am alike all others
I am one of the many who together attain the perfection of the we

I AM WE

No Shave November
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I am a Hustler
I am a Dad
I am a tweaker
I am a Husband
I am a child
I am a Son
I am a leader
I am a friend
I am A Angel
I am A Hells Angel

Most all I am a good MAN, Sent to this screwed up world to be all that I 
am, and more.
No-One CAN stop me OR shut this big door, I’m definitely driven from 
the word above from those heavenly cloud my HANDS creep through the 
mudd.
I Got much love.

I AM

Bradley K.
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I am listening,

I am here.

I am learning,

I am aware.

I am not leaving,

I am not gone.

I am achieving,

I am prolonged.

I am just a man,

I am not God.

Until we are the setting of the same, we are nothing but of winds & faint 
echoes.

Amatuer

I AM
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Brittany N.

FAMILY
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